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Culture comes to BGSU for ACS lecture
□ The American Cultural Studies program
begins its third annual
conference titled "Culture is Ordinary."
By MELISSA NAYMIK
The BC News
Culture. It can be found everywhere: on the television, radio
or in the newspaper; and while it

is very common, it is also very
ordinary.
The American Culture Studies
program at the University will be
kicking off its third annual conference today, beginning at 5:30
p.m.
This year the title of the conference is "Culture is Ordinary."
Graduate students from all
over the United States will visit
the University. They will arrive
from prestigious schools such as
Harvard, Berkeley, McGill, Min-

"Having this
program here on
campus was one of
the main reasons that
I chose to come to
Bowling Green."
Kyle Barnett

By JENNIFER SCHAB
The BC News
Applications for enrollment in
a newly created master's degree
program in public health are now
being accepted at the Medical
College of Ohio.
The new program, which is being offered by the University, the
Medical College of Ohio and the
University of Toledo, was approved by the Ohio Board of Regents at its monthly meeting on
Friday, April 11 in Kent.

ture - from violence in society to
Madonna - could have been
submitted.
Kyle Barnett, graduate assistant of American Cultural Studies, is one of the graduate students who will read his research
paper.
"Having this program here on
campus was one of the main
reasons that I chose to come to
Bowling Green," Barnett said.

Jennifer Spahn, Junior American Cultural Studies major, will
be reading her paper titled
"Country and Corporation: The
Role Corporations Play in American Politics and Society."
Once Spahn found out that she
was one of the undergraduates
chosen to participate in this
year's conference, she was very
• See CULTURE, page three.

Teetering for Donations

Universities
unite to form
new program
□ The University, University of Toledo and
the Medical College of
Ohio combine resources to create a master's
degree program in public health.

nesota, Michigan and Pennsylvania, as well as Bowling Green.
The conference is a great way
for University graduate students, as well as undergraduate
students, to display their
research on cultural studies.
During the fall semester, there
was a call for students who would
like to participate in the conference to write their papers. Any
paper that was written about cul-

cilities and at academic institutions.
Each student enrolled in the
program will take the same initial core of six courses and complete one project or internship.
Those six core courses include
biostatistics, epidemiology, public health administration, health
behavior, environmental health
and issues in public health. Each
institution will offer two of the
core courses.
"Requiring students to complete courses at the three institutions will increase their access to
resources such as libraries and
computer facilities and will enable them to interact with a larger
and more diverse group of public
health faculty and students," Willis said.

After completing the core
coursework, students will then
focus their remaining studies in
one of three specializations. The
"The program was created as a specializations include environresponse for the definite need for mental and occupational health
this type of program in north- health promotion and education
west Ohio," said Charles Keil, an and public health administration.
assistant professor of environThe public health administramental health at the University.
tion specialization will be
Clyde Willis, dean of the Uni- centered at Bowling Green. Curveristy's health and human ser- rently, a search is under way to
vices, said this is a precedent- hire a faculty member to coordinate the specialization and to
setting program.
'This is an excellent example serve as associate director of the
of each Institution contributing program.
their unique talent and expertise
Other Bowling Green faculty
to create a program of extremely involved in the program include
Keil, Paul Haas, a professor of chigh quality," Willis said.
The three-university approach conomlcs, and Gary Silverman, a
makes this program unique be- professor of environmental
cause they will all be cooperating health
and combining their resources to
All the courses will be offered
make this a success, Keil said.
"The end result is that students evenings and weekends to accowill receive a better education modate students who work durthan they would have if any one ing the days. It is also being deof the institutions had tried to in- signed for those wishing to atdividually offer the program," tend either a full-time or parttime basis, Willis said.
Willis said.
Approximately 30 students will
The first of Its kind in north- be accepted into the program for
west Ohio, the program will be the fall. Admission is being cooradministered by all three institu- dinated by the graduate school at
tions and all three will attach the Medical College of Ohio.
their names to the resulting di"Having the Board of Regents
ploma.
This type of master's program approve this new master's prois a necessity, according to Wil- gram speaks a lot for this campus
lis, because there is a shortage of because it means it is producing
qualified public health profes- a quality program," Keil said.
Additional information and
sionals in both Ohio and the naadmissions material can be obtion.
Graduates of the program will tained by writing
have both technical and adminis- BGSU/MCO/UT MPH, Graduate
trative skills and will be pre- School, Medical College of Ohio,
pared to work at all levels of 3000 Arlington Ave., Toledo, Ohio
government, at community 43699 or by calling (419)
agencies, private health care fa- 530-2743.

Phwo by Doug Khrrnoviky

Jennifer Alley (left), junior accounting major and Marcia Meyer
(right), junior purchasing and production major, both members of
Delta Sigma Pi, dedicate an hour of their time to help raise money

for the American Diabetes Association near the Education Building.

Judge conducts court on campus
□ Judge Mark Reddin
heard court cases on
campus, allowing students to observe judicial proceedings.
By SARAH BEDNARSKI
The BC News
University students got to view
the judicial process as Municipal
Court Judge Mark Reddin conducted court on campus yesterday afternoon.
Several cases heard by Reddin
included violations of underage
consumption and speeding.
According to Barbara Waddell,
Public Information Officer, there

expressions on peoples' faces as
well as mini-discussions going on
as students heard different
cases," Waddell said.
Martha Mazzarella, professor
of sociology, said she assigned
her students to attend the court
proceedings sometime throughout the day. Mazzarella said she
wanted her students to learn
about the courts system from a
class and race point of view.
According to Mazzarella, the
courtroom was an interesting
place to observe different gender
roles.
"This has given us something
to talk about in class," Mazzarella said. "I am glad for this opportunity to come and watch"
Rodney Fleming, attorney for

"I observed many surprised expressions on
people's faces as well as mini-discussions
going on as students heard different cases."
Barbara Waddell
Public Information Officer
were many students filtering in
and out of the University Union's
Community Suite throughout the
day.
"I observed many surprised

1

University Student Legal Services, said he was pleased with
the turnout. He said by having
the court held on campus It gave
students an opportunity to see

BG Nrwi PIM* by Amy V»« H.r.

Louanna Tretten, court reporter, hands papers to Judge Marl Reddin
during the court proceedings held on the University campus Wednesday.
the court process.
According to Matt Reger,
Bowling Green assistant prosecuting attorney, the number and
types of cases heard were not
uncommon but were nonetheless
slightly different.
Reger said almost all the cases
were settled out of court and no
trial or pre-trial hearings were
necessary. He attributed this to
the possibilty that many of the
defendents were intimidated
about going to trial.

I

One student said she thought
that having the court proceedings on campus was a benefit.
Amy Riesterer, junior marketing and international business
major, said watching the lawyers
and the court process was interesting. Riesterer said she was interested in law school and was
unsure whether to change her
major.
"I wanted to watch the lawyers
in the courtroom," Riesterer
said.
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High school social snubs continue
We held out our hands to phantoms.
-Louis Aragon
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My yearbook keeps me informed
My yearbook keeps me tn line
It's an obituary
That helps me keep track of time
-Mr. Bungle
I love people.
I really, really, really do.
Really.
Let's take the other day. for
example. I was sitting In Denny's
trying to plan out my week (Imagine that) when I noticed a woman I
went to high school with sitting a
few booths away from me.
Granted. I usually see a pretty
fair amount of people I went to
high school with at Denny's (and a
surprisingly high number of them
are now "Dead-heads"), but seeing
this particular woman drew a
particular reaction out of me.
You see. she's the mother of my
child.
Just kidding.
In truth, I never really talked to
"Layla" much in high school. She
hung-out with the "In" crowd,
while 1 hung out with...well...my
posse.
As time progressed, both Layla
and I graduated and went our
separate ways, never really talking
to each other during or after the
four years we attended school
together.
As a lot of you out there are
probably aware, this Is a fairly
typical high school situation. The
"In" crowd usually only socializes
with the "in" crowd. I'm not really
sure why they do this, but if it
keeps them from carrying guns

and staking territorial boundaries, that's fine with me. They
can have their Cosmopolitan
magazines and J. Crew dress
slacks.
After graduation. I pretty
much lost track of everyone
except for the people I gave a
real crap about, and began
attending classes here at BGSU.
Well, one summer day I was
chilling out at home (I actually
had a day off for once.) I suddenly remembered that I had to
go to the grocery store to pick
up some film for my camera.
It was a lazy day. and I was
in a lazy mood, so I just slid on
some (black) cutoff jeans and a
T-shirt, tied a bandana around
my head, and Jumped into my
car.
Yeah. I looked like a bad-ass.
Especially with those cool
wrap-around sunglasses on...
ANYWAY., there I was.
cruising down the street,
singing doo-a-ditty-ditty-dumditty-do. I had the windows
cranked down, the Metallica
cranked up, and a long, lazy
afternoon ahead of me.
I was about halfway to the
grocery store when I happened
to see a car stalled out on the
side of the road.
Next to the car was a woman
frantically pacing bark and
forth, looking like she was on
the verge of a nervous breakdown.
Considering the fact that I
wasn't on any set time schedule
(for once). I decided to be a good
person and see if the woman
was in need of any assistance.
Sure, I didn't know Jack spit

about cars, but I could easily drop
her off at a service station on the
way to the store, right?
Right.
So. being the compassionate,
earing and loving person I am. I
pulled off the road and got out of
my car. preparing to offer the
woman In question whatever
assistance I could.
As I pulled off the road and
climbed out of my car. the woman
in question quickly approached me
and explained her situation.
"My car stalled and I can't get it
to start again and I have to be to
work in ten minutes and the
mechanic said that It shouldn't be
doing this anymore and if 1 don't
get to work on time I'll get In
trouble," Layla desperately explained, saying more to me in
those twenty seconds than she had
said to me In the four years we
went to high school together.
As soon as it was possible for
me to find a break between her
words I asked her where she
worked and asked if 1 could take
her there. She nodded her head
and quickly dashed to my ear.
On the way lo her workplace
(which was less than two miles
away.) I gave Layla the phone
number of the certified mechanic I
always took my car to. explaining
to her that he was a swell guy was
both reliable and trustworthy.
After pulling up to the front
entrance of her work she Jumped
out of the car and walked (not ran,
mind you. but walked) Into the
establishment without even
muttering so much as a thank
you.
Feeling only slightly slighted. I
blew It off and went on my way,

figuring that she was probably
pretty stressed out about the
whole ordeal and needed to
gather her bearings for work.
I guess I'm Just an optimistic
kind of guy.
Either that, or I'm Just stupid
(as If there's a difference between the two).
Regardless. I've seen Layla
quite a few times since our little
roadside encounter, and I think
she's seen me each of these
times that I've seen her.
You see. before all of this
happened. Layla used to simply
Ignore me and look past me
whenever we happened to cross
paths In public.
Ever since the broken down
car fiasco, however, she's looked
through me like I'm some kind of
ghost.
In a completely ruthless kind
of way, it almost amuses me to
see her accidentally look at me.
then, apparently not wanting to
recognize my existence (yet
feeling guilt for not doing so
since I helped her out in the
past), look away.
For the most part, however. It
makes me feel sick to my
stomach.
Aaron Weisbrod is the Thursday columnist for The News. He
doesn't have any babies except
for his dog Bailey, who he loves
very much. He'd also like to
thank the people who liked his
two articles in the paper yesterday. Comments, questions,
concerns, or donations to replace
his stolen hat can be sent to
aaronw@bgnet.bgsu.edu or 210
West HalL

"Feeling only
slightly
slighted, I
blew it off
and went on
my way,
figuring that
she was probably pretty
stressed out
about the
whole ordeal
and needed to
gather her
bearings for
work.
I guess I'm
just an optimistic kind of
guy"
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Letters to the Editor
If you would like lo submii a Letter to the
Editor, please follow these guidelines:
• Make sure the letter Is 500 words or less.
Please include your address, major, academic class and phone number (phone
numbers are strictly for verification and
not Tor publication).
■ Letters must be typed, not handwritten.
Letters brought in saved on a Macintoshcompatible disk are preferred.
• Bring the letter to Room 210 West Hall,
or e-mail us at bgrtews@bgnetbgsu.edu.
Be prepared to show valid identification.
• Space limitations may prevent The News
from printing all letters received. The
News reserves the right to edit any and
all letters.
• Anonymous letters will not be printed.
Copyright C 1997. The BG Ntws. Bowling
Green. Ohio Reprinting of any material in this
puhht mum without the permission of The BG News
is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
founded in 1920 and is published daily during the
academic year and nerkh during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty. University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1997 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify
the paper of any errors in stories or photograph
descriptions.

TONY CAVALLARIO

The reasoning behind the rhetoric
A fun anecdote I run across
occasionally at BGSU is the one of
the staunch political correctness
smasher.
The smasher, who may indeed
be a rational and moral person,
takes some University course with
a curriculum that Incorporates
cultural diversity and comes out
bitter.
In private discourse (never in
class, due to irrational fear of P.C.
despots), the protagonist of our
story proclaims the Insight the bad
experience with multlculturallsm
has granted him or her.
"I believe in equality for everybody regardless of skin color,
gender etc.." says the protagonist
with righteous, flag waving angst.
"Why do they have to keep shoving
that PC. down my throat?"
Our prototypical backlasher
wonders aloud why anyone would
try to achieve cultural equality by
vigorously pronouncing cultural
and social differences. In an
epiphany, possibly experienced
while looking at the titles of
women's studies courses In a
course selection guide, our hero
realizes that identity politics are
quite possibly the enemy of real
equality, which he or she defines
as the absence or transcendence of
group differences.
Soon our freedom fighter Is
proclaiming via e-mail how, in a
perfect world, skin color, gender,
sexual preference and age would
be obsolete classifications. We all
want a color blind society, right?
Then why create all these divisions
based on differences? Why subject
Individuals to the torture of
identity politics?
Our protagonist has what I
would call an unfortunate lust for
assimilation. A popular shirt
makes him smile. It sports a multi-

colored (as In bleeding skin
tones) striped American flag
with the slogan "There's only
one race, the human race." or
something similar.
Soon enough, with nihilistic
satisfaction, he or she snickers
when poor race relations
becomes an Issue of prominence
at a school like BGSU that gives
so much lip service and invests
so much of its rhetoric to
diversity. "It's not working." our
protagonist says.
I bring this bit of hyperbole
up to Illustrate something that's
happening today—a distrust of
cultural pluralism. Besides, now
seems like a good time to
reassert what's important about
multlculturallsm and show off
the assumptions behind valuing
diversity, which your ethnic
studies teachers and University
presidents may have neglected
to do.
I fear that many students see
all the hoopla over cultural
diversity without ever understanding the ideas behind it.
This lack of understanding
therefore makes diversity easier
to dismiss.
People trying to Justify
multlculturallsm to those
outside of the academic world
like to sweep multlculturallsm
under a rug of utility. They say
It is useful because the world is
shrinking, so maybe diversity
helps us do business or avoid a
conflict. Knowing more about
other cultures will make us
more "tolerant."
While these things are
important, there is a compelling
moral rationale behind celebrating diversity that mustn't be
overlooked.
The gist of the argument. In

is still some shoving down
brief, can be summarized like this:
throats going on is something
differences between groups of
we need to deal with.
people are Inevitable, and minority
The notion of the helpless
status still affects the perception of
college student gagged and
people In minority groups. Assimistrapped to a desk Is a very
lation into a single culture sounds
popular Image. Many conservagood, but Is unfair if the dominant
tive types argue that this Is
culture excludes those who
exactly what happens when
maintain another cultural and
universities tolerate too much
social identity.
left-wingedness. most notably In
Let's assume that everybody
the disciplines of cultural
believes that no one should be
(women's, ethnic) studies.
Judged solely because of their skin
Critics say students are
color, sexual preference, etc. In
forced to agree with radical
fact, under law. race discrimination is unlawful.
multicultural Ideology that cuts
Does this guarantee that
the world up along race-classgender-sexuallty lines and
African-Americans or women will
power structures. However,
receive treatment equal to that of
there is a contradiction conother groups? Since, white males
tained within this criticism.
created the rules long ago. Is It fair
Exactly who says you have to
to use their standards to separate
agree with the talking head at
what is normal in society from
the front of the room? If I may
what is deviant?
borrow an analogy from one of
The Individual minority, with its
my Instructors, would you say
cultural differences. Is Judged only
by Its resemblance to the privileged an economics professor who
only talks about how great the
group which makes the standards.
free market Is. without ever
This Is the essence of whitelooking at alternative systems Is
straight-male privilege. Assimilate
shoving capitalism down your
by shedding that which makes you
different. Is this right?
throat?
If that agenda Is valid and
Or can't we be a better society
by encouraging the changing of
something a student can learn
from, than why Isn't progressive
cultural standards to Include the
multlculturallsm? We are free
values and characteristics of
to. and should, think critically
cultural groups? For example, why
about what we are taught. If
not adapt cultural norms to value
you question any critique of
things that are traditional nonsociety made on race, gender or
male characteristics like patience
class lines, please speak up.
or sensitivity? Imagine the positive
But claiming that ideology is
change in human relations when
being forced upon you is a copall peoples can see reflections of
out.
themselves when they think of the
typical American.
Tony Cavallario is a columnist
Hopefully, with a HtUe underfar The News. Questions and
standing, those who fear the
comments can be sent to
promotion of diversity can under tonycav9bgnet.bgsu.edu or 210
stand that there Is actually logic
West Hall.
behind It. But the Idea that there

"Now seems
like a good
time to reassert what's
important
about multiculturalism
and show off
the assumptions behind
valuing diversity, which
your ethnic
studies teachers and University presidents may
have neglected to
do."
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University pays tribute to
staff at recognition dinner
□ University President
Sidney Ribeau presented awards to honor
administrative and
classified staff.
ByDARLAWARNOCK
The BG News
More than 2,200 years of University service were honored
Wednesday at the annual Staff
Recognition Dinner.
The ceremony was held to
honor administrative and classified staff celebrating IS, 20, 25
and 30 years of service at the
University.
Awards were presented by
Sidney Ribeau, University Presi-

dent, and Charles Middleton,
provost and vice president of
academic affairs.
Ribeau and Middleton both
commended the staff for their
excellent service over the past
years.
"BGSU really is you because it
couldn't be the wonderful place it
is today without you," Middleton
said. "I salute you, I applaud you,
I thank you."
Sixteen staff members were
honored for serving 30 years at
the University. It was the most
amount of staff members honored in any year since the first
recognition dinner 33 years ago.
Ribeau thanked the honorees
and encouraged them to continue
in what makes them happy.
'This Is a very special night,"

Ribeau said. "What is remarka- from physical plant
■ J.W. Frey, computer serble is not only the 30 years of
service, but the enthusiasm they vices
■ Ronald J. Gargasz,
have for their work. People here
have served with a great amount WBGU-TV
■ Marilyn K. Geiger, College
of enthusiasm."
of Education and Allied ProfesThe honorees received a wooden rocking chair in honor of
■ Sandra R Gilbert, dining
their accomplishments.
Those being honored for 30 services
■ Sherrill L Gray, library and
years of service include:
■ Margaret E. Bobb, School of learning resources
■ Janet M. Hughes, library
Health, Physical Education and
and learning resources
Recreation
■ Judy A. Johns, WBGU-TV
■ Thelma M. Burrow, physical
■ Barbara Y. Keller, student
plant
life
■ Terry D. Chapman, physical
plant
■ Carol A. Lashuay, continuing
■ Arthur R. Dewitt, retired education
from inventory management
■ Geneva I. Long, instrucstaff
tional media services
■ Kathy I. Eninger, retired
■ Christine Sexton, WBGU-TV
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Environmental issues addressed at lecture
□ Renowned environmentalist and author
Bill McKibben delivered
the annual Edward
Lamb Peace Lecture
speaking on global environmental issues.
By ANDREA VITANZA
The BG News
Environmentalist Bill McKibben delivered his speech titled
"Between Hope and Fear: Environmental Security in a Fragile
World," Wednesday for the 1997
Edward Lamb Peace Lecture.

McKibben, author of "The End man beings for years.
of Nature" and "The Age of Miss"The 1990s have seen a 20 pering Information," addressed a cent increase in seven storm
variety of issues concerning the events, which is equivalent to
environmental security of the more than two inches of rainfall
planet and mankind's re- in a 24 hour period," said McKiblationship to the natural world.
ben.
The idea of human beings enMcKibben discussed the dratering an era of great insecurity matic affect environment has
was the backbone for the lecture, upon many natural ecosystems,
in particular, forests and plantaaccording to McKibben.
The lecture focused on many tions.
"If you increase the temperaaspects of the environment.
McKibben spoke about climatic ture about a degree in Fahrenchanges and the amount of global heit, you move forest zones about
warming that has been taking 60 or 70 miles further north, and
the tree population may become
place on earth.
McKibben explained how depleted," said McKibben.
As forest and plant communievents such as the "Greenhouse
Effect" have been affecting hu- ties change, what then happens to

animals also changes, according
to McKibben.
Throughout the lecture,
McKibben attempted to explain
the events in nature that have a
direct affect on humans. He cited
rising ocean levels in the next
century will be enough to wipe
out half of the world's coastlines
and marshes if something is not
done to prevent it from happening.
"It is difficult to internalize the
idea that the world isn't going to
work the way we are use to it,"
McKibben said, while commenting on the growing environmental changes here on earth.
Concluding his lecture,
McKibben entertained the idea

of television being used to relay
messages that could be harmful
to the youth of the world.
According to McKibben, the
television serves as a houshold
"ego-booster," telling faithful
viewers that they are the most
important thing on earth.
Melissa Jackson, freshman art
therapy major, was inspired by
McKibben's lecture.
"I learned a great deal about
environmental problems from
this lecture," Jackson said. "I
think if people spent more time
outdoors and saw how beautiful
nature really is, they would care
more about helping the environment."
During an interactive phase of

the leture, audience members
were permitted to pose questions
and comments to McKibben.
After being asked how to better educate the youth of the
world on the topic of environmental awareness, McKibben
suggested getting out in the natural world.
"Open up to all the possibilities
nature has to offer," said McKibben. "We are all a small part of
something very large and beautiful."
However, the question of how
long the world and its environment will stay that way still remains unanswered.

University sponsors Earth Day workshop
□ Students will have
the opportunity to learn
about careers concerning the environment at
this Earth Day workshop.
By JENNIFER SCHAB
The BG News
The University Recycling Pro-

gram and the Center for Environmental Programs are sponsoring an Environmental Career
Workshop on Saturday, April 19,
in 095 Overman Hall from 9:30
am. to 2 p.m.

Four speakers are confirmed
to attend, including Jim Amurgey, environmental health and
safety manager at North Star
BHP Steel; Theresa Kallmeyer,
occupational technician for the
University environmental health
The free workshop begins a se- and safety department; Gerry
ries of events in celebration of Rich, air quality director at the
Earth Day. Students will have the Bowling Green Environmental
opportunity to learn about envi- Protection Agency; and Craig
ronmental careers from profes- Wittig, University recycling prosionals in the field.
gram coordinator.

"The object ot tne workshop is
to bring in people who are working in environmental fields,"
Wittig said, "and try to trace
their steps in how they got into
their job and get students to try
to duplicate it.
"This is important because too
many people go through college
and try to decide six months before graduation what they are going to do. This should be some-

thing people work on their entire
college career. It is something
you need to work towards.
"It is vital to consider your career ahead of time."

beneficial for all students.
The workshop is open to all
students, no matter what year or
major.

The program is replacing the
This is the fourth of this type previous Solid Waste Manageof workshop, and it will include a ment Workshop.
variety of people with a lot of
To sign up for the workshop,
different information and ideas.
Rich will be speaking about re- call the University Recycling
sume composition, which will be Program at 372-8909.

CULTURE
Continued from page one.
happy.
"It will be an exciting chance
to participate and share my insight of American culture,"
Spahnsaid.
Graduate students have put in
a lot of time and effort to make
this conference a success, from
deciding where people will park
to choosing who will speak.
"Seeing how graduate students
instigated an undergraduate
panel shows their support of the
conference," Spahn said.
Robert Sloane, graduate assistant of American Cultural Studies, became involved with the
program two years ago. Now, instead of participating as a graduate student, he will help organize
all of the events.
"This is a cool activity because
it receives nationwide cover-

age," Sloane said. "I have really
enjoyed taking part in this program the past two years here at
the University.
Since the conference has been
a huge success in Bowling Green,
other universities around the
United States have begun their
own, such as Emory University
in Atlanta, Ga.
"It is a network across campuses" Barnett said.
Over the next four days, students, faculty, staff and members of the community at large
will be Invited to show their support by attending the "Culture is
Ordinary" events.
Tonight, all graduate and
undergradute students will read
their papers beginning at 5:30
p.m. in the Ohio Suite of the University Union.
On Friday, April 18, two events
will take place at night. Beginning at 5 p.m. in the Alumni

Room of the University Union,
Shelia Richardson of the University theater department will perform ''Buried Bullets/Disappearing Voices," which
concerns the events at Jackson
State College.
In addition to Richardson,
speaker Michael Awkward will
give a speech at 7:30 p.m. in the
Alumni Room. Awkward will
speak about "Identity and Cultural Criticism: The Role of the
Black Public Intellectual" as part
of the Provost Lecture Series.
The conference ends on Saturday, April 19. Another speaker,
Alan Wald, will read his paper titled "From Proletarian to
Middlebrow: The Contrast over
Common Experience in American Culture." Wald's presentation, which concludes the
events, takes place at noon in the
Alumni Room.

MID AM MANOR
NOT MANY
APARTMENTS LEFT
FOR NEXT YEAR!!
•Within walking distance of
campus
•Air conditioning
•2 bdrm, Furnished or
Unfurnished
•Gas, Heat, Water included
with rent

Call Now!!!!
352-4380

641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG

RC Nc-■ Phot, by Clu Fleming

This above photo titled "Figures of Change" by Tiffany Csortos was one of the many art entries displayed in a visual ar| contest held Wednesday.

DON T GET CAUGHT SLEEPING...
Begin Spring With A Fresh Start!

A NEW HOME!
222
320
709
801

-228 South College
• 309 High
Elm
• 824 Sixth
Fifth
• 843 Sixth
- 803 Fifth
• 1024 East Wooster
• Above Downtown Businesses

•Serving rhe 0GSU students for over 30 yeas.
• Brochure of Professional & Graduation Students Available
• Revised Undergrad Brochure with Spring Discounts

Newlove Rentals
328 S. Main (Our Only Office)

352-5620
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may
Microorganism killing fish Lawsuits
cause cigarette
may injure fishermen also ads to decline
The Associated Press

The Associated Press

RALEIGH, N.C - Millions of
fish In North Carolina's marshlands have turned up dead with
ugly, open sores caused by a
microorganism that feeds on
their blood. Now some scientists suspect the organism
preys on humans, too.
More than a dozen fishermen, divers and others have
found open sores on their bodies, reported feeling faint or
complained of memory loss
after coming Into contact with
brown water fouled with dead
fish
The organism killing the fish
is known as pfiesteria, and biologists call it 'the cell from
hell."
Pfiesteria has been likened
to the piranha of the microbial
world. Yet a piranha wouldn't
stand a chance against this
bloodthirsty menace.
Scientists say the tiny organisms secrete a toxin that eats
holes in fish, then slowly paralyzes their muscles and suffocates them.
North Carolina State University researcher JoAnn Burkhdder, who helped discover
the one-celled organism in
1990, Is convinced that
pfiesteria's toxins sickened her

AMMHMI

North Carolina State University researcher Or. JoAnn Burkholder is shown in her Raleigh, N.C. lab
in 1995 working on the problems of pfiesteria. Millions of fish in North Carolina's estuaries are turning up dead with ugly, open sores caused by a microogranism that feeds on the blood, and some
scientists suspect the parasite is preying on humans too.
and as many as nine other researchers. She and a fellow
researcher said they suffered
severe neurological symptoms,
Including memory loss, after
handling the organism In a lab

In 1993.
But she said state health
officials seem more concerned
with avoiding bad publicity
that could harm tourism than

Dr. Kevorkian to stand trial
for assisted suicide charges
The Associated Press

cancer.
Good, 73, and Kevorkian, 68,
are charged with helping Loretta
Peabody commit suicide on Aug.
30.
Ms. Peabody, 54, suffered from
multiple sclerosis, but Voet believes she died from a heartstopping injection of potassium
chloride. The Ionia County woman's body was cremated without
an autopsy.

IONIA, Mich - Dr. Jack Kevorkian and an ally who Is terminally ill with cancer will stand
trial together on assisted suicide
charges in the death of a woman
with multiple sclerosis, a judge
said Wednesday.
•
The decision was a defeat for
prosecutor Raymond Voet, who
believes jurors might feel sympathy for the retired pathologist's dying assistant, Janet Authorities later seized a
Good, and that it could lead to an videotape on which she discussed
acquittal. She has pancreatic suicide with Kevorkian, who has

Mike Rasky

A defense lawyer had asked
Judge Charles Miel to merge the
cases into one trial June 10 in
Ionia, 30 miles east of Grand
Rapids.
Kevorkian's trial will be his
first legal test outside the Detroit
area, where he has been acquitted in three trials covering five
deaths.

BG RADIATOR

Comedian

BGLAD Week Entertainment
Saturday, April 19
7:30 p.m.
Mac Countryside Room

For more information, call 2-7164.

acknowledged taking part in 45
suicides since 1990. Good is not
seen on the tai>e, but her voice is
heard, Voet said.

HOT JUSI RADUT0RSI
We Are Now

Investigating the possible danger to humans. Although the
state committed $585,000 to
study pfiesteria in 1995, the
money is just now making its
way to researchers.

Abandoning their all-out defense of cigarettes, the nation's
two biggest tobacco companies
now seem willing to cut their
legal losses for up to $300 billion
and retire Joe Camel and the
Marlboro Man if the government
backs off its threat to regulate
nicotine.
RJR Nabisco and Philip Morris
are in early talks with the attor
neys general of eight states in
hopes of winning blanket protection from lawsuits over smokingrelated health problems, it was
disclosed Wednesday.
In return, the cigarette companies would pay hundreds of billions of dollars and agree to cut
back on ads, especially ones like
Joe Camel that appeal to children
and those that depict people,
such as the Marlboro Man.
The cigarette companies' willingness to even consider such
concessions marks a startling
turnaround. For decades, the
tobacco industry has fought a noretreat battle on all fronts.
In the past few years, however,
the industry has been barraged
with lawsuits filed by 22 states
and countless individuals, and
the litigation is hurting stock
prices and taking management
attention away from the business
of selling cigarettes.

"I think the tobacco industry is
in big trouble and they know it,
so they are finally beginning to
come to the table," Minnesota Attorney General Hubert H.
Humphrey III said. "I think their
proposals still fall short of what
we'd be interested in."
A sticking point is whether the
Food and Drug Administration
would get the right to regulate
the nicotine levels in cigarettes
to make them less addictive.
The tobacco companies adamantly oppose such regulation
for fear that once the FDA gets
the power to regulate tobacco, It
will try to ban it.
News of the talks, first reported Wednesday by The Wall Street
Journal, sent cigarette company
stocks up 10 percent, reflecting
investor hopes that an Industrywide settlement of tobacco
lawsuits would lift a cloud hanging over companies.
Industry analysts have said
that tobacco companies, which
had revenue of about $45 billion
last year, could finance a big
settlement simply by raising
cigarette prices.
"A resolution of this issue is
important to our shareholders,
our customers and our country,"
RJR Nabisco Chairman Steven
Goldstone told a stockholder
• See LAWSUITS, page five.

McVeigh jury selection continues
The Associated Press
DENVER - At exactly 8:S5
a.m. every day, marshals escort Timothy McVeigh into the
courtroom. His smiling,
boyish, red-cheeked face
shows no signs of the deadly
serious charges hanging over
him.
He usually wears khakis and
dress shirts. The sleeves are
rolled up, the collars open. His
skin is prison pale, his hair in a
prickly buzz cut. He is very
skinny.
He sits at the defense table
and watches. Closely. Intently.
Sometimes leaning forward,
hands folded, eyes glued to the
jury box, watching a parade of
people who may stand in judgment of him, may recommend
his execution.

Jury selection in the trial of
the man accused in the Oklahoma City bombing has consumed 13 days with at least another week to go. And much of
the time, the scene in Judge
Richard Matsch's courtroom
conflicts with the gravity of
the charges.
For one, there's the defendant looking, well, innocent.
The man accused of killing 168
people follows the proceedings
with eyes of wonderment, like
a boy who got to visit his first
real-life courtroom. He busily
reads court papers, scribbles
notes on a legal pad.
When introduced to prospective jurors, McVeigh stands
awkwardly, as if he were about
to be kissed by an old aunt, and
mumbles a good morning that
sounds like "Gun morn."

CERTIFIED lor A/C
REPAIR t RECHARGE

"My So Called Life-

•Healer Installation
•Heater Cores
•Water Pumps
•Gas Tanks
• General Auto Repair
Sales, Installations
and Repair

Style"
Come meet Wilson Cruz from
"My So Called Life"
as part of BGLAD Week
April 18, 1997, 8:00-9:30 p.m.
@ Mac Countryside
Any questions? Call 2-7164

352-5133
520 S. MAPLE
BOWLING GREEN

Then he sits down, and the
judge and lawyers take over.
Here, the proceedings are a
mixture of tedium, intensity,
poignancy and low humor as
the lawyers probe the prospective jurors' psyches while also
shamelessly seeking to ingratiate themselves with the
would-be triers of the facts.
The lawyers laugh at the jurors' jokes, lavish compliments
on their accomplishments and
act keenly interested in every
aspect of their lives, from jobs
to pets.
"You're a very interesting
person because I have six
different notes from my colleagues of things they want to
talk to you about," prosecutor
Patrick Ryan told a New Yorkbred music teacher who Is
blind in one eye.

IMAGINE
The Unique Boutique

Living Canvas Tatoo
has arrived...
Piercing & Tatooing
in the Bank Vault!
VISIT OUR NEW STORE
445 E. Wooster
(Al (he railroad Inch)
Mon Sal lt-9
Sunday 12 6
352 3306

Take a break from studying! The PHARM
has the lastest and the greatest movies!

USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG

NEW RELEASE

I GET INVOLVED!!

Overnight Rental

!

USG IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR CABINET
POSITIONS FOR THE 1997-98 SCHOOL YEARI THERE ARE
MANY WAYS TO BE INVOLVED-

f

frt^'
The PHARM is at 1044 North Main Street
Pharmacy phone number. 352-211 a
OPEN Mon.-Sat. 8 am-10 pnvSunday 9-8
',.

\

USG Intern
Student Welfare Coordinator
Public Relations
Non-Traditional Student Liaison
Faculty Liaison
Academic Affairs Coordinator
University Committees Coordinator
Administrative Assistant
Treasurer
Multicultural Affairs Coordinator
National, State, and Community Affairs

Applications are available in 404 Student Services and are due
back by April I8th at 5pm. If you would like more information
about tnese positions please call the USG Office at 372-8116.
USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG
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Netanyahu may Muslim hajj goes on despite tragedy
face charges for
breach of trust
7he Associated Press

general. Jerusalem lawyer
Roni Bar-On resigned after
only a day in office under
criticism that he was a legal
lightweight chosen for his political connections.
Days later, Israel TV
claimed the appointment was
part of a conspiracy by senior
officials who expected Bar-On
to end the corruption trial of
Aryeh Deri, leader of the religious Shas Party. Deri, in
turn, would ensure the two
Shas Cabinet ministers gave
Netanyahu the necessary
backing for the Israeli troop
pullback from most of the
West Bank town of Hebron.
Netanyahu denied the allegations and called the inquiry.
After 12 weeks and the questioning of 60 witnesses, including Netanyahu, investigators
on Tuesday handed the state
attorney their 995-page report.
Police did not make their
findings public Tuesday, and
news media initially reported
that investigators recommended charges against Deri,
top Netanyahu aide Avigdor
Lieberman and Justice Minister Tsahi Hanegbi.

The Associated Press

TEL AVIV, Israel - In a
move that could bring down
the Israeli government and
snarl the peace process, police
have recommended Indicting
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu for breach of trust in
an influence-trading scandal.
Although scandals in Israel
are not infrequent, the recommendation police handed to
state attorney Edna Arbel on
Wednesday was the harshest
ever against an Israeli
government. Arbel was expected to announce by early
next week whether to indict
Netanyahu.
Police recommendations are
not binding or always followed. Yet this one has the potential to break apart Netanyahu's coalition - more brittle
than ever since the allegations
surfaced in January.
An indictment would ruin
chances of bringing the opposition Labor Party into the
government, a plan Netanyahu
has been contemplating as a
way of rescuing the disintegrating Middle East peace
process.
The scandal started with
Netanyahu's appointment of a
political crony as attorney

Deri reportedly would be
charged with blackmail.

MECCA, Saudi Arabia - The
death toll climbed to 343 on
Wednesday from a tent city fire
near Islam's holiest site, while
authorities struggled to save badly burned survivors and helped
anguished relatives track down
the missing.
The annual Muslim hajj went
forward, with 2 million pilgrims
praying at Mount Arafat. In their
sheer numbers, they helped explain why the annual Muslim hajj
seems destined to be jolted by
tragedies like Tuesday's blaze.
While the Saudi government
has worked to keep up with the
ever-growing influx, ensuring
safety for the pilgrims is a monumental task. Each year the
numbers grow, and so do the demand for security and services.
On Wednesday, an Indian
preacher demanded something
be done so those who make the
pilgrimage, or hajj, do not have
to bring along small gas cooking
stoves - believed to be the cause
of the fire.
"The Saudi government should
start community kitchens so that
individual hajjis don't have to
cook their own meals," Syed Ahmed Bukhari said at the main
mosque in New Delhi, India
Driven by high wind, the blaze
tore through the overcrowded
encampment of canvas tents in
Mina. in the plains of Mecca.
Many of the victims were crushed when thousands of pilgrims
fled.
The death toll of 343 - reported
by Saudi television on Wednesday - was expected to climb be-

cause many of the hundreds of
injured were in serious condition. Saudi Interior Minister
Prince Nayef said many others
were unaccounted for, he asked
guards and teachers assisting
with the rituals to help determine
the number of missing.
Scorched wooden tent poles
and charred canvas littered the
half-mile-long, 100-yard-wide
former tent camp Wednesday.
The stench of fire still filled the
area as Saudi workers cleaned
away blackened generators,
stoves and other debris left by
the fire.
Witnesses to the blaze said
they heard two explosions in
rapid succession and then saw
flames leaping from tent to tent
in the camp.
"I grabbed the Koran and I ran
with my wife," said one Indian
pilgrim, who would only give his
name as Mustapha. "I was asking
God for forgiveness as I saw the
fire leap higher and higher."
Saudis and Europeans were reported among the dead. But the
fire centered on a part of the
camp housing Indians, Pakistanis
and Bangladeshis, and pilgrims'
anguished relatives back home
sought names of victims.
A brief fax from an Indian diplomat in Saudi Arabia was posted
on the walls of the Bombay, India, office of the Central Hajj
Committee, crowded by Indian
Muslims.
"There appear to be some Indian victims. ... The Indian
deaths are in excess of 100," it
said.
Hamid Byan, a hajj committee
official, tried to calm relatives.

AuocLMcdPrcll

Raficum Begum tearfully waits outside the New Delhi Hajj Committee
office Wednesday for news of her brother Mohammed Ragiq who had
been on his pilgrimage to Saudi when fire broke out in Mecca. At least
300 people were killed and more than 100 Indians died.

Brigitte Bardot attacks Muslim ritual of slaughtering sheep
The Associated Press

PARIS - Already facing racism charges for criticizing a
Muslim ritual of slaughtering
sheep, animal rights activist Brigitte Bardot again attacked the
practice, saying it will "bathe
France's earth in blood."
The former screen star con-

tends the ritual slaying, performed during the four-day Eid
Al-Adha festival, which begins
Thursday, is cruel to sheep.
In a statement in newspapers
Wednesday, Bardot linked the
slaughter to a five-year insurgency by Islamic militants in Algeria that has killed an estimated
60,000 people.

"They've slit the throats of
women and children, of our
monks, our officials, our tourists
and our sheep. They'll slit our
throats one day, and we'll deserve It," she said.
Islamic militants in Algeria
have beheaded or slit the throats
of scores of villagers, including
women and children, and have

killed French nationals, including seven monks beheaded last
May.
Bardot also criticized what she
said was the transformation of
the country into "a Muslim
France."
"A Muslim France, with a
North African Marianne," she
said, referring to the female

symbol of France. "Why not, at gerous messages," the Movement Against Racism and
the point we are at?"
Friendship Among Peoples said
A human rights group said it in a statement.
plans to file new charges against
During Eid Al-Adha, many of
Bardot for the comments.
France's 3 million Muslims sacrifice a lamb in a rite of peace, as
Bardot is "hiding behind the Islamic and biblical teachings
liberty of expression to transmit say God allowed Abraham to do.
her xenophobic, vulgar and dan- Instead of killing his son.

LAWSUITS
Continued from page four.

meeting Wednesday in WinstonSalem, N.C. "But it has to be fair
and it has to be reasonable."
The amount of a settlement is
also among the sticking points.
"The industry is in the low 2's,
and the plaintiffs are in the upper

~"\
'

—>

3's. There Is no consensus on the
money," said a source close to
the negotiations, who spoke on
condition of anonymity.
Also under discussion is the establishment of a fund from which
smokers could seek payments.
They would be banned from suing the cigarette companies.
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Around the World

ABC produces new series 'Gun'

Elizabeth Hurley spotted sun-bathing with an
unidentified male

The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - Casting the
lead for the new ABC series
"Gun," creator and executive
producer James Sad with thought
long and hard about the would-be
star.
Acting wasn't a prerequisite.
Color and sleekness were.
If a gun was going to be the
only mainstay in an anthology series featuring a revolving door of
such high-powered stars as
Randy Quaid, Daryl Hannah,
Sean Young, Jennifer Tilly, Edward James Olmos and Rosanna
Arquette, Sadwith knew it had
better stand out.
"I wanted a gun that was aesthetically interesting to look at,
that would become a character in
and of itself," Sadwith said. "A
black gun looks like it could be
plastic on film, so that's not very
interesting."
In a prop house, he spotted his
star: a pearl-handled, silver Colt
.45 semiautomatic.
"This gun catches all kinds of
light," he said. "You recognize
this gun from week to week."
The gun, Sadwith is quick to
point out, is not actually the star
despite the series' title. Rather,
it's used as a cinematic device to
introduce new characters who
come into contact with the meandering weapon.

PARIS - Was it a case of naked revenge?
A topless Elizabeth Hurley, actress-model girlfriend of Hugh
Grant, was splashed across two pages of Paris-Match magazine
Wednesday, a "mysterious unknown" applying suntan lotion to
her backside.
The magazine said it photographed Hurley on April 10 as she
lay by the pool of her Beverly Hills home. The two photos were
taken from a distance.
In one photo. Hurley is clad in the briefest of bikini bottoms.
The man applying lotion, his face hidden by sunglasses, is unidentified.
Hurley la standing topless in the other photo. "Liz Flaunts Her
Revenge," read the headline.
In 199S, Grant was caught in a car with a prostitute in Los Angeles. The actor pleaded no contest to lewd conduct and was
fined and placed on two years' probation.

Pat Boone does not regret his new 'heavymetal' image
TUSTIN, Calif. - Pat Boone isn't exactly repentant about the
heavy-metal getup that got him in trouble with his Christian
listeners.
Boone said Tuesday on the cable TV show "Praise the Lord"
that he doesn't regret wearing leather pants and a dog collar at
the American Music Awards back in January. But he added: "To
whatever extent somebody was wounded in their feelings ... I am
very sorry."
The show is carried on Trinity Broadcasting, the same religious network that dumped Boone's weekly "Gospel America"
after hundreds of viewers called to complain about his bare
chest and rocker duds. Hundreds more viewers have spoken out
in support of Boone, and Trinity is reconsidering.
The squeaky-clean crooner said his new look was supposed to
be funny and intended to promote his new album of covers of
heavy-metal music.
"I don't apologize for the music. I don't apologize for making
the appearance on the show, Boone said.

Hypnotist and
Personal Numerology
D»y four of charily week

SI or 1 can food item
For more info call 2-7164
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Thomas Bresadola
Thurs. April 17, 1997
Personal Numerology:
11:00a.m.-2:00p.m.
Mac Breezeway
Hypnotist: 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Mac Countryside

Sunday's 9:30 and 11
Come and stay awhile.

First United
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This pearl-handled, silver Colt .45 semiautomatic is the only mainstay in an anthology series featuring a
revolving door of high-powered stars. The news ABC series "Gun/' a midseason replacement with a sin
week run, airs Saturdays at 10 p.m., EST.

Nation's children help panda
celebrate 25 years in U.S. zoo
Hudson, the zoo's deputy director, as he helped celebrate the
WASHINGTON -- Ah, anniversary.
Hsing-Hsing faces surgery for
Using-HsinR. Your mate is long
gone. Decades of trying failed to testicular cancer later in the
produce an heir. Now you are ag- month but Hudson said the proging, a little arthritic, with eye nosis is good.
"For his age he's in pretty good
problems and facing surgery.
So what is there for a giant shape," he said. "The zoo veterpanda and his adopted country to inarians are optimistic about his
celebrate?
complete recovery."
I, Michael Heyman, director of
The faces of the children gathered across the moat at the Panda the Smithsonian Institution, of
House of the National Zoo which the zoo is a part, had these
Wednesday morning gave the an- thoughts:
"At first glance a giant panda
swer.
"There he is," a little girl would seem to be just an odd
squealed as Hsing-Hsing walked bear that eats bamboo and does
In a dignified waddle out of his not hibernate. ... But people all
private quarters to a large over the world really adore them.
blueberry muffin anniversary ... Maybe it's the big black eye
cake waiting for him on the green patches ... . In people's eyes the
panda becomes the cuddly bear
hillside.
It was 25 years to the day that of human folklore. ... They are
Hsing-Hsing and his partner, beautiful and charming and beLing-Ling, arrived in Washing- guiling creatures.
"We care about pandas and are
ton, a gift from the People's Republic of China following Presi- very concerned they may go exdent Nixon's ice-breaking trip to tinct in our children's lifetimes,"
Heyman said. "They bring to us a
Beijing.
"He may be the most famous message about endangered spezoo resident in the United States cies and the need to protect
or even in the world," said Mac them."

Hsing-Hsing's female mate,
Ling-Ling, died of heart failure in
1992.
None of the cubs they produced survived more than a few
days.
"These were heady times and
sad times for the National Zoo,"
said Hudson as he recounted the
story.
Zoo officials appealed for public support of a fund-raising
campaign to support the 1,000 or
so pandas who remain in the wild
in China
None of the speakers at the
short ceremony directly appealed to China for a new panda
pair to extend the zoo's panda
tradition into the 21st century.

CONGRATULATIONS

* GOOD LUCK *
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As for Hsing-Hsing, he eventually whacked his anniversary
cake in half and wolfed it down.
But first he finished off his
normal daily fare: a gruel of rice,
honey, cottage cheese and vitamin and mineral supplements.
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But Hudson said: "We still hold
out hope for a future generation
of great pandas here at the
National Zoo."
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Fall 1997 BG News Editor
Summer 1997 BG News Editor
1997-98 Gavel Editor
1997-98 KEY Yearbook Editor
1997-98 Miscellany Editor
1997-98 Obsidian Editor
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Cubs lose 12, set record for futility

Mo too much for Tribe

The Associated Press

The Associated Press

CHICAGO - They always had
the reputation. Now they have
the record, too. Somehow It feels
right.
Lose, lose, lose - that's all the
Chicago Cubs ever seemed to do.
There is no "seemed" about it
this season, though. They have
played 12 games. And lost every
one. That is the modern National
League record. The Atlanta
Braves, who started the 1988
season by losing 10 straight,
were glad to hand it over. Just
one more instance where it is
better to give than receive.
"Whatever the streak is now,"
Cubs manager Jim Riggleman
said, pretending to lose count,
"we're not very happy to have
our names next to it."
Still, people have been considerate. Not everybody, but
most people. Some talk-radio
hosts from other National League
cities taunt them: "Visit anytime." Some comedians work
them over in monologues. The
jokes make the rounds; some the
players share among themselves:
"Knock, knock."
"Who's there?"
"Owen."
"Owen who?
"Owen 12."
Vet, every team that beats
them swears the losing can't continue ~ at least not at this record
pace. So far, unfortunately, all of
these reassurances have followed Cubs losses. Tuesday was
Larry Walker's tum.
With the wind blowing out of
Wrigley Field on a brilliant
spring afternoon, Walker
homered twice and drove in four
'runs in Colorado's 10-7 victory.
Afterward, he said, "They could
go out after this and go 15-0."
Fat chance.
But 0-15? Now that is a real
possibility.
Unfortunately, changing personnel is not. The Cubs' philosophy hasn't changed much from
their early days. They were
cheapskates when they were
backed by the Wrigley chewing
gum fortune. They are cheapskates now that they're backed by
the Tribune Co. fortune.
They are certain it was coincidence that the three teams with
the highest payrolls in either
league were among the last four

BOSTON - Mo Vaughn,
whose power stroke has been
missing most of the season, hit
two three-run homers
Wednesday night as the Boston Red Sox beat the Cleveland Indians 11-6.
Vaughn had 44 homers and
143 RBIs last year but didn't
hit a homer In his first 11
games this year. He finally
connected Monday night for
his first homer and RBI in a
10-1 win over Oakland.
The Red Sox won their
fourth consecutive game,
outscoring opponents 35-10 in
that span, while Cleveland lost
Its fourth In a row.
Boston went ahead 5-2 on
Vaughn's first homer in the
fourth off Chad Ogea (2-1).
Cleveland tied the game in the
fifth before the Red Sox got
five runs in the sixth, the last
three on Vaughn's liner off
Steve Kline that carried into
the Red Sox' right-field bullpen.
Matt Williams, who had 247
homers in 10 seasons with San
Francisco, ended his drought

INTERVIEW
Continued from page seven.
A eaoctaral Prtaa pare*.

Rockies' shortstop Wart Weiss vaults Tyler Houston, trying to complete a double play. The Cub* have
suffered this season, setting a National League record wit h 12 losses to begin the season.

standing last season. They insist
there is a difference between history and hysteria.
"There is nothing or nobody
that needs changing," former
Cubs great and current bench
coach Billy Williams said.
"The problem is not guys not
playing hard, it's just the opposite. Everybody's trying to do
too much. They'll come around.
This is a good bunch. Considering
what we've gone through, everybody is still in a good mood."
Well, not everybody. Center
fielder Brian McRae, one of the
three or four Cubs who would be
a front-line player on any ballclub, can't eat or sleep. He is so
miserable to be around, he's
about to send his wife on a vacation. He said he thinks about
revenge often.

"It will be funny to shove it
back in a lot of people's faces if
we end up having a good year,"
McRae said.
Williams winces when he hears
talk like that. He is practically an
expert at losing. He played 16
years with the Cubs, including
1969, when they blew a huge lead
in the final month of the season
and handed the NL pennant to the
New York Mets. He said it's too
early to panic. He ought to know.
"Somebody is going to get a big
hit at the right moment and just
like that," Williams said, snapping his fingers, "this thing is going to end."
The number of people who believe him may be dwindling. A
crowd of 15,496 was announced
Tuesday, but the only way those
many seats were in use was for

everybody to drape themselves
across two chairs.
Does it matter that Tuesday's
conquerors were the Colorado
Rockies? The Cubs think so.
The early part of a meatgrinder schedule fed them to the
Florida Marlins, Atlanta Braves,
the Marlins again and then the
Rockies. Until this series, every
pitcher they faced had at least 15
victories last season. They've
faced three winners of the Cy
Young Award - Atlanta's Greg
Maddux (twice), Tom Glavine
and John Smoltz - and a fourth
pitcher who probably should
have, Miami's Kevin Brown.
And typical of the way these
streaks work, their luck has gone
from bad to worse.

Dakich's tour Wednesday included meetings with Ribeau,
members of the Board of
Trustees, athletic department
personnel and with members of
the Falcon team.
Walker is expected to follow a
similar itinerary today.
Dakich's father, Tom, played
basketball for Bowling Green in
the mid-1950s.
"It's more special for him than
it is for me.'the younger Dakich
said of his BG connection. "We
haven't really talked about it. He
came back for a reunion last year
and was excited about being in
Bowling Green.
"So, I'm excited to be here
looking around."
Knight is said to have called
Zwierlein himself last week to
lobby on Dakich's behalf.
Asked If Knight had been in
contact with him, Zwierlein could

Wednesday with his first
American League homer, a
two-run shot that tied the
game in Cleveland's three-run
fifth
There was another AL first
as Boston's Steve Avery (1-1)
got his first victory since coming over from Atlanta in the
offseason as a free agent. In
the NL, Williams had just one
homer in 31 at bats against
him.
Vaughn has hit two homers
in a game 15 times and three
once. Monday's homer was his
first since he had three last
Sept. 24 against Baltimore's
David Wells. His six RBIs tied
a career high
Cleveland went ahead 1-0 in
the first on Kevin Seitzer's
RBI single before Troy O"Leary doubled in a run in the
bottom of the Inning. Jeff
Frye's run-scoring single gave
Boston a 2-1 lead in the second, but Cleveland tied the
game In the fourth when Chad
Curtis singled in a run.
Vaughn's first homer came
with two outs in the fourth
after Darren Bragg singled
and Frye was hit by a pitch

only smile.
"A lot of people called me," he
said.
Dakich Is In his 10th year as an
assistant at Indiana, having
served as Knight's top assistant
since 1990.
He also played for the Hoosiers
from 1982-85, serving as team
captain In 1984 and 1985. He Is
best remembered by Indiana
fans for the excellent defensive
game he executed in guarding'
Michael Jordan in Indiana's upset of North Carolina In the 1984
Mideast Regional.
The Hoosiers have won one
national championship and four
Big Ten titles during Dakich's
tenure.
Dakich also played first base
for the Hoosier baseball team his
senior season. He holds a degree
In telecommunications from Indiana and is a native of Merrill ville, Indite and his wife, Jackie, have a
son Andrew, 2.
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BG interviews Indiana assistant coach

□ Dan Dakich, one of two
finalists for the vacant men's
basketball coaching position
at the University, is interviewed by administrators on
campus Wednesday.
By SCOTT BROWN
The BG News

Dan Dakich says he has found what
he is looking for.
Whether he'll receive it or not, the
Bowling Green community could learn
as soon as tonight.
Dakich, the longtime assistant coach
to Bob Knight at Indiana, interviewed
on campus Wednesday for Bowling
Green's vacant men's basketball head
coaching position.
He and Rich Walker, an assistant
coach at Iowa, are the finalists for the
' position vacated April 1 by Jim Larranaga. Walker is expected on campus today for his final interview.
"It's a good school [with] a great bas-

ketball tradition," Dakich said Wednesday between on-campus meetings. "It's
a good campus in a good town. That's
what I'm looking for."
Although Falcon athletic director Ron
Zwierlein calls it a "doubtful scenario,"
a new coach could be selected tonight
with a formal introductory press conference Friday morning.
Near the end of what he termed "a
fun day" and a whirlwind campus tour,
Dakich seemed excited about the prospect of becoming the 14th head coach in
81 years of Falcon basketball.
"It seems like everybody's nice," Dakich said. "It's Midwestern people that
enjoy good basketball and seem to be
very friendly to me."
Walker, however, is still considered
the frontrunner by many close to the
search. A possible scenario has Walker
interviewing today and accepting the
job tonight, leading to a Friday press
conference to meet the community.
"I don't know if [naming a coach by
Friday] will be possible," Zwierlein
said. "The timetable is going to be very
tight between [Thursday] and Friday.

"This is a decision that we definitely
need to take a lot of time with."
Although Zwierlein said that a number of people in the community are expected to have input, the final decision
ultimately lies with University President Sidney Ribeau.
The likelihood of Zwierlein and
Ribeau meeting to come to a decision
today, however, appears doubtful.
Walker is set to remain on campus until around 7 p.m. Ribeau has his weekly
TV show, "President Ribeau & Company," at 8 p.m., meaning the earliest
that he and Zwierlein could meet to discuss the decision would be after 9 p.m.
That would not leave much time to set
up the Friday morning press conference that has been rumored will take
place.
"I can't speak for President Ribeau's
office, but I don't see an announcement
from our office coming over the weekend," Zwierlein said. "Either we take
care of it Friday - which I doubt - or we
wait until Monday."

, Dan
/ Dakich

• See INTERVIEW, page eight.
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Falcons run over Rockets to victory
□ The Falcon men's
track team grounds the
Rockets by blasting
Toledo in distance and
throwing events.

Sports Briefs
Irish blank Falcons
Two Notre Dame pitchers combined on a one-hitter, as the
Fighting Irish cooled the Falcon baseball team's hot bats 4-0 yesterday in South Bend.
BG, which had managed 16 runs agrinst the Michigan Wolverines Just a day earlier, was quieted by Chris McKeown and Tim
Kalita, who put together nine near-perfect innings. They struck
out a combined nine hitters.
It was the Notre Dame's one-hitter since 1993.
Drew Niles managed the lone single for the Falcons.
Falcon starter Chris Vaught took the loss, earning all four runs
in the fourth inning.
Bowling Green's record slides to 16-15. The Falcons return
home to face the Toledo Rockets in a pair of doubleheaders this
weekend. The Falcons are 6-5 in conference play.

By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BG News
As the gun went off on Tuesday
to start the men's 3,000-meter
steeplechase event, one thing
was missing: Toledo runners.
No Rocket athletes competed
in the steeplechase and the pole
vault in yesterday's meet at
Whittaker Track, giving the Falcons free points on their way to a
97-64 laugher.
By sweeping three events and
taking two relays, the Falcon
men's team easily strolled by
Toledo. The effects of the lack of
depth the Rockets have have
been evident lately.
Bowling Green won three of
the four throwing events, dominating Toledo. John Hustler,
throwing the javelin in his first
collegiate meet ever, won the
event by tossing the spear 184
feet, 2 inches.
"John did an excellent job in
his first meet," coach Sid Sink
said. "He's going to continue to
throw well for us."
Other first-place winners in
the field events included Rob
Koury in the discus, Brian Sabo
In the pole vault and Geoff Fiedler in the shot put.
"I expected to wipe them out in
the throws and the distance,"
Sink said. 'They Just didn't have
the depth, especially in the steeplechase and pole vault."
The Falcons almost shut out
the Rockets in the distance
events, allowing only two third
places.

OSU slams women's tennis team

BCNewlPholo

Steve Chapa finds the water is was his only obstacle as he cruised to victory at the 3000-meter steeplechase Wednesday, an event in which no Toledo athletes were entered.

"We knew we didn't have to be top-notch.
The meet was more like a hard practice."

Prominent winners in the long
runs for Bowling Green included
Steve Chapa in the steeplechase,
Jim Weckesser in the 1500-meter
run, Rob Bowman in the
3200-meter run and David Anderson in the 800-meter run.
"We knew we didn't have to be
top-notch," distance runner
Craig Nieset said. "The meet was
more like a hard practice."

G

MEN'S
TRACK

were able to have some fun using
Rob Pietruszka, Alex Sprague,
Nieset and Pat Miller in order to
CraigNieset win the event.
"That's always a fun race,"
distance ruuner
Nieset said. "I'll do anything in
order to help the team win."
In the 400-meter relay, the Fal"Our goal was to win easily
cons rebounded from a disappointing Sea Ray Relays per- enough to rest people," Sink said.
formance where a hand-off was "We are staying healthy, while a
missed. Darren Holmes, Darren lot of other teams are not."
Braddix. Terry Rivers and Rah'Since the Falcons were able to
Sheen Clay beat the Rockets by a
huge margin, sixth-tenths of a rest some of their top athletes,
the team remains physically
second.
strong and focused on this weekDuring the final event, the end's Mid-American Conference
1600-meter relay, the Falcons relays.

WANTED!
ADULT BASEBALL PLAYERS

The Ohio State women's tennis team shut out Bowling Green
Tuesday, winning nine matches to none at Ohio State's Stickney
Tennis Center.
Only sixth flighter Tiffany La Susa was able to take her opponent to three sets, as the Buckeye women rolled over the Falcons
in a total of just 13 singles sets.
The doubles teams of Cindy Mikolajewski and Deidee Bissinger, Jenny Schwartz and Jenny Cheung and Julie Weisblatt
and Kelly Dredge also lost by scores of 8-5, 8-1 and 8-5 respectively.
BG's overall record falls to 8-6.

Aeros and city disagree on compensation
AKRON ~ The Akron Aeros have paid their new hometown
$64,000 in rent for three stadium loges, or luxury boxes, but the
city says the minor-league baseball team still owes Akron $1 million.
The relationship between the city and the Eastern League club
has gotten off to a rocky start since the team formerly known as
the Canton-Akron Indians moved, after seven years, from Canton's Thurman Munson Memorial Stadium.
Last week's home opener was marred by an argument between
Mayor Don Plusquellic and the team's owner over sign rights in
the new, taxpayer-funded $31 million Canal Park Stadium.
Aeros owner Michael Agganis disputes the amount the Class
AA team owes the city. The figure includes the team's share of
the cost of the publicly owned stadium.
Under the agreement with the city, the team gets the rent on 20
loges and the city gets rental on the remaining five. On Tuesday,
Akron Professional Baseball Inc. paid the city $64,000 for rent on
three of the five loges.
Agganis said the fourth loge recently was rented and he will
rent the final luxury box himself.
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Personal
•Bom August 17, 1962
• Played basketball for Indiana
University (1982-1985)
• Team captain in 1984 and 1985
• Holds degree in telecommunications from IU
•Played first base for IU baseball
team senior season
• Native of Merrillville, Ind.
• Has 2-year-old son Andrew with
wife, Jackie
• Father, Tom, played for BGSU in
mid-1950s

• 10 years as assistant coach
under Bob Knight at Indiana
University (1987-1997)
• 7 years as Knight's top assistant
(1990-1997)
• 2 years as graduate assistant
under Knight (1985-1987)
• Helped lead the Hoosiers to one
national championship (1987) and
four Big Ten titles
•Coached three Big Ten players ol
the year
• Coached 10 NBA players at IU

5% OFF ALL PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
10% OFF LABOR (with mis coupon)
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Ewing denies harassment
allegations in statement

NCAA urges
Court to move
Tarkanian's
proceedings

Knicks' center, teammates under investigation

The Associated Press
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Patrick Ewing
issued a statement Wednesday
denying any sexual harassment
of two flight attendants who quit
working on the New York
Knicks' private jet.
"Allegations have been made
against me and my teammates
which I feel compelled to respond to immediately," Ewing
said. "These charges have no
merit and are absolutely false. I
have no idea why anybody would
be motivated to make these outrageous claims."
The New York Post reported
the women's allegations
Wednesday. They claim they
were harassed by Ewing and another team member who was not
named.
In resignation letters sent two
weeks ago, the women alleged
they were repeatedly touched,
verbally abused and pushed. The
women, who have not been identified publicly, were the only at-

CARSON CITY - The
NCAA urged the Nevada
Supreme Court on Wednesday to move a trial of former UNLV basketball coach
Jerry Tarkanian's lawsuit
against the organization
away from Las Vegas because the city still loves
him.
NCAA lawyer Stewart
Pitts argued that Tarkanian, now coaching at Fresno
State, remains a "hometown hero" In Las Vegas
and the NCAA remains "the
embodiment of evil."
Tarkanian was known for
towel-chewing and other
antics as coach at UNLV
from 1973 to 1992. He also
faced a lengthy NCAA Investigation that focused on
his recruiting practices.

"These charges have no merit and are
absolutely false. I have no idea why anybody
would be motivated to make these
outrageous claims."
Patrick Ewing

tendants on Knicks flights over
the past three seasons.
"Throughout my career," Ewing said, "I have worked closely
with countless men and women. I
have always maintained professional and respectful relationships with these people and
have never been accused of improper conduct.

reer knows that I treat everyone
in the most responsible, truthful
and professional manner."
The NBA club's parent organization, ITT, said the women had
made no previous complaints.

"We're investigating why the
flight crew members resigned
and until we're through with a
thorough internal review, we'll
"On the contrary," Ewing said, have no further comment," said
"anyone who truly knows me or Chris Weiller, a spokesman for
has been connected with my ca- the Knicks.

A survey in February
1996 showed 6-1 support in
Las Vegas for Tarkanian
over the NCAA even though
he has been gone for
several years, Fitts said,
adding that in Reno - where
he wants the trial held - it's
2-1 in Tarkanian's favor.
Dan Polsenberg, lawyer
for Tarkanian and his wife,
Lois, said he couldn't buy
Fitts' argument of overwhelming prejudice. He
said the trial should begin
as scheduled, on June 23.
It's set to run for six weeks.
Polsenberg was joined by
lawyer Kathy Freberg, who
said the high court would be
hard pressed to find that
Clark District Judge Jack
Lehman exhibited some
"manifest abuse of discretion" In refusing to move
the trial.
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Collegiate Connection—
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and embroidered lettering,
t-shirts, sweatshirts, and all
of your BGSU and Greek
needs!
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Setter ingredients. Better Pizzo

12th Anniversary Sole!!!|
2 for $12 for 12 cloys
Only 4 daus left!!!

14" large, * ^^
o topping
j
353-7272
826 S. Main

P,ZZ3S
Good from 4/9 - 4/20

Freberg also rejected as
false an NCAA claim that
there has been inflammatory, anti-NCAA publicity
in Las Vegas for 20 years.
She also said a pollster
hired by the Tarkanians
discounted the NCAA survey indicating continued
overwhelming support for
the coach.
And even if a "rabid basketball fan" turns up among
prospective jurors, Freberg
said it's easy enough to ensure that person doesn't
wind up as an actual juror.
The high court will Issue
Its ruling at a later date.

Mets shortsptop Rev Ordonez makes a throw from his knees after making a dazzling play.

Thursday.
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Each unit has:
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Major League Baseball Standings
American League
EOT
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The Associated Prelast Division
W L
Pet.
Atlanta
11 3
.786
Florida
9
4
.692
Montreal
S
6
.455
New York
4
10
.286
Philadelphia
3
10
.231
Central Division
Pot.
W L
Houston
6
£71
8
Pittsburgh
7
.417
5
Cincinnati
9
JS7
5
St. Louis
9
4
Chicago
12
0
000

By The Associated Press
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING-SAIomar, Cleveland, .564; ByAnderson, Baltimore, .500; Berroa, Oakland,
.426; Whiten, New York, .421;
O'Neill, New York, .420; CRIpken, Baltimore, .413; Leyritz,
Anaheim, .400.

•r

2
3.5
4
5

National League leaders

National League

GB
IS
45
7
7.5

7
8
.467
S
6
.455
Toronto
New York
5
9
35?
Central DivMMn
W I.
Pet
«
4
MD
Milwaukee
1
7
SOD 1
Minneaota
6
6
-S00 1
KanaaaClty
Cleveland
5
8
J85 2.5
4
9
JOS 3.5
Chicago
7
Weat Otviakm
West Division
Pet.
GB
W L
W L
Pet.
*MI
Seattle
9
5
Colorado
10 3
.769
Texaa
6
5
£45 1S
San Francisco
10 J
.769
SCO
Oakland
7
7
£00
2
Los Angeles
9
.692
4
Anaheim
6
7
.462 25
San Diego
5
8
.615
Tuesday-i Garnet
Detroit 3, Milwaukee 1
Tuesday's Games
Boeton 7, Oakland 2
Colorado 10, Chicago Cubs 7
Seattle 8. Cleveland 4
Pittsburgh 3, San Diego 2
Baltimore 3. Minneaota 1
St. Louis 9, Florida 3
Kansas City 7, Toronto 5
San Francisco 8. Philadelphia 4
Anaheim 6. N.Y. Yankee* 5
Atlanta 3, Cincinnati 0
Texaa 5. Chicago White Sox 2
Montreal 7, Houston 5
Weaneiea^B Games
N.Y. Mots 5. Los Angeles 0
Boston 11. Cleveland 6
Milwaukee 7, N.Y. Yankees 4
Wednesday's Games
Seattle 7, Detroit 3
Late Came Mot aid uded
Toronto 4, Oakland 3
Atlanta
7,
Cincinnati
1
Chicago White Sox 9, Baltimore 3
Los Angeles 5, N.Y. Mets 2
Texaa 2. Kansas at y 0
Colorado 4, Chicago Cubs 0
Minneaota 4, Anaheim 2
San Diego 7, Pittsburgh 5
Thuradav't Cm
Florida 2, St. Louis 1
Oakland (Prieto 1-0) at Toronto (Hanson
San Francisco 6, Philadelphia 5. 10 innings
0-0). 12.35 p.m.
Seattle (Faasero 2-0) at Detroit (lira 0-1), Montreal at Houston (n)
1:05 p.m.
Anaheim (Springer 0-0) at Minnesota (RaThursday's Games
dke 0-1). 1:15 pm
N.Y. Yankees (Pertirte *0) at Milwaukee St. Louis (Stottlemyre 0-1) at Florida
CMcAndrew 1-0). 2.-0S p.m.
(K-Brown 2-0), 1:35 p.m
Cleveland (Lopez 0-1) at Boston (Waschn Cincinnati (Morgan 0-0) at Pittsburgh
(Loaiza 1-0), 7:05 p.m
(M)), 60S p.m.
Texas (Oliver 0-1) at Kansas City (Belcher Montreal (Bullinger 0-2) at Philadelphia
(Maduro 0- 2), 7:05 p. m
MXSOSpm
Baltimore (Mussina 1-1) at Chicago White Only games scheduled
Sox (Darwin (W)). 80S p.iri
Friday's Games
Friday-. Games
Baltimore at Boston. 6:05 p.m
Milwaukee at Cleveland, 7:05 p.m
Montreal at Philadelphia, 70S p.m
Oakland at Detroit. 7:05 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees at Chicago White Sox. 8:05 Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, 7:05 p.m.
Chicago
Cubs at N.Y. Mets. 7:40 p.nv
p.m.
Atlanta at Colorado, 9.05 p.m.
Toronto at Texas, 8:35 p. m
Houston
at Los Angeles, 10 as p m
Minnesota at Seattle, 10 05 p.m.
Florida at San Francisco, 10:05 p.m
Only games scheduled
Detroit

Thursday. April 17. 1997

The BG News

RUNS-Griffey Jr. Seattle,
16; Fryman, Detroit, 14; Higginson, Detroit, 13; SAlomar,
Cleveland, 13; ToClark, Detroit, 12; ARodriguez, Seattle,
12; MVaughn, Boston, 12.
RBI-Naehring. Boston, 14;
Griffey Jr. Seattle. 14; SAlomar, Cleveland, 14; ToClark,
Detroit, 13; CRipken, Baltimore, 12; 9 are tied with 11.
HITS-SAlomar, Cleveland,
22; Jeter, New York, 21; Fryman, Detroit, 21; O'Neill, New
York, 21; Berroa, Oakland, 20;
6 are tied with 19.
DOUBLES -MaWilliams,
Cleveland, 8; ARodriguez, Seattle, 7; Sprague, Toronto, 7;
O'Neill, New York, 7; King,
Kansas City, 6; EMartinez, Seattle, 6; 6 are tied with 5.
TRIPLES-Jeter, New York,
2; Durham, Chicago, 2; Viz-

quel, Cleveland, 2; 19 are tied
withl.
HOME RUNS-Griffey Jr,
Seattle, 6; SAlomar, Cleveland,
6; ToClark, Detroit, 4; TMartinez. New York. 4; Naehring,
Boston, 4; Berroa, Oakland, 4;
JBell, Kansas City, 4; RPalmeiro, Baltimore, 4; Mitchell,
Cleveland, 4; CRipken, Baltimore, 4.
STOLEN BASES-BLHun
ter, Detroit, 8; Easley, Detroit
6; Erstad, Anaheim, 5; TGood
win, Kansas City, 5; Garcia
parra, Boston, 4; AGonzalez
Toronto, 4; Burnitz, Mil
waukee, 4; Knoblauch, Minne
sota, 4; Grissom, Cleveland, 4
Vizquel, Cleveland, 4.
STRIKEOUTS-Cone. New
York, 29; Alvarez, Chicago, 24;
Navarro, Chicago, 24; Appier,
Kansas City, 21; Gordon, Boston, 18; Baldwin, Chicago, 16;
KHill, Texas, 16; Clemens,
Toronto, 16.
SAVES-RaMyers, Baltimore, 6; Taylor, Oakland, 5;
MRivera, New York, 3; ToJones, Detroit, 3; Pichardo,
Kansas City, 3; Wetteland,
Texas, 3; Charlton, Seattle, 3;
DoJones, Milwaukee, 3.

By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING--L.Walker,
Colorado, .522; Conine, Florida, .410; Gwynn, San Diego,
.408; Blauser, Atlanta, .404;
Segui, Montreal, .390; Olerud,
New York, .382; D.Sanders,
Cincinnati. .382.
RUNS-LWalker, Colorado,
19; Galarraga, Colorado, 13;
Castilla, Colorado, 12;
McCracken, Colorado, 11; Lofton, Atlanta. 11; HRodriguez,
Montreal, 10; Vizcaino, San
Francisco, 10; Olerud, New
York, 10; Bichette, Colorado,
10.
RBI-LWalker, Colorado, 22;
Kent, San Francisco, 18; Castilla, Colorado, 14; Bichette,
Colorado, 13; ChJones, Atlanta, 12; Bagwell, Houston,
12; Galarraga, Colorado, 12.
HITS-LWalker, Colorado.
24; Lofton, Atlanta, 22; Olerud,
New York, 21; DSanders, Cincinnati, 21; Gwynn, San Diego,
2(1, Blauser, Atlanta, 19; Bagwell, Houston, 17; I Johnson.
New York, 17.
DOUBLES-Olerud, New
York, 7; SFInley, San Diego, 6;
HRodriguez, Montreal, 5;

Blauser, Atlanta, 5; 11 are tied
with 4.
TRIPLES-WGuerrero. Los
Angeles, 2; Tucker, Atlanta, 2;
Womack, Pittsburgh, 2; Klesko, Atlanta, 2; Gagne, Los
Angeles. 2; 26 are tied with 1.
HOME RUNS-LWalker,
Colorado, 9; Castilla, Colorado,
6; Mondesi, Los Angeles, 4;
Kent, San Francisco, 4; Burks,
Colorado, 4; 10 are tied with 3.
STOLEN BASES-DSanders,
Cincinnati, 10; LWalker,
Colorado, 7; LCastillo, Florida,
6; EcYoung, Colorado, 5; Lofton, Atlanta, 5; LJohnson, New
York, 5; 6 are tied with 4.
STRIKEOUTS-Schilling,
Philadelphia, .23; Smoltz, Atlanta, 22; AlBenes, St. Louis,
21; Reynolds, Houston, 21;
Nomo, Los Angeles, 20; J Hamilton, San Diego, 18;
KJBrown, Florida, 18.
SAVES-Beck, San Francisco, 7; Wohlers, Atlanta, 5;
BWagner, Houston, 4; Ericks,
Pittsburgh, 4; Bottalico, Philadelphia, 3; Nen, Florida, 3;
Shaw, Cincinnati, 3; ToWorrell, Los Angeles, 3.

Blues beat Red Wings 2-0 to kick offNHL playoffs
The Associated Press
DETROIT - Grant Fuhr notched his fourth playoff shutout
as the St. Louis Blues defeated
the Detroit P.ed Wings 2-0 in the

opener of their Western Conference series Wednesday night.
The Red Wings, hoping to end a
42-year Stanley Cup drought e the NHL's longest - were soundly outplayed in the first two

Because
all-nighter$
arerft always
spent in
the library

periods, drawing the ire of their
home fans. The Red Wings
staged a mild rally, outshooting
the Blues 15-6 in the third period,
but Fuhr turned away every challenge.
The Blues played the final two
minutes shorthanded, but Fuhr
made the saves on Brendan
Shanahan's blast from the top of
the slot and another Shanahan
shot from near the left post.
Detroit finished with a 30-27
edge in shots.
Game 2 will be played Friday
night at Joe Louis Arena, then the
best-of-seven series moves to St.
Louis for games Sunday and
April 22.
Geoff Courtnall and Pierre
Turgeon scored for St. Louis in
the first period
Courtnall's goal trickled past
Detroit goalie Mike Vernon for a
1-0 lead at the 12:44 mark
Turgeon, camped between the
right circle and the post, deflected a slap shot from just inside
the blue line by Al Maclnnis for a
power-play goal with 38 seconds
left in the first.

Dallas 5, Edmonton 3
DALLAS -- Mike Modano
scored the tiebreaker on a rebound with 2:31 left as the Dallas
Stars overcame the Edmonton
Oilers 5-3 Wednesday night in the
opener of their NHL Western

Conference quarterfinal series.
Modano, the Stars' leading
scorer, was held to only two shots
before he beat goalie Curtis
Joseph to break a 3-3 tie. Brent
Gilchrist followed with an open
net goal at 1:03 to put away the
Oilers, who were playing in their
first playoff game in five years.
Dallas, the second seed in the
West, jumped to a 3-2 lead early
in the third period on a 20-foot
slapshot by Bob Bassen from the
left circle. But Edmonton's Doug
Weight tied it with a wraparound
poked past Andy Moog at 13:08.
The two teams traded a barrage of shots in the first period,
ending in a 2-2 tie.
The Oilers, who had lost all
four regular season games to the
Stars and never were ahead in
the 240 minutes played between
the two teams, took a 1-0 lead on
a shorthanded goal by Todd Marchant, who beat Moog on a twoto-one break after getting a pass
from Rem Murray.
Dallas bounced back with two
goals in 30 seconds. Joe Nieuwendyk scored on a 40-foot wrist
shot and Jere Lehtinen converted
a perfect cross-ice pass from
Greg Adams for 2-1 Stars lead.

Other Games
Chicago at Colorado 8:30
Phoenix at Anaheim 10:30

CHINA
VISA

In a hurry?Don't worrycome try our fresh

LUNCH SPECIALS
Available daily from
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

. BSKEETT

It's everyv^iere
-you wartt to be"

In addition to our regular menu fare we
feature over 20 other selections for lunch or
dinner. All made fresh every day I

Stop by and take home any of our
delicious, freshly made entrees
for dinner tonight!
China Express is located in your Bowling Green

FOOD TOWN PLUS
1080 SOUTH MAIN ST.
1

LVJI ^—

I
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372-6977
TV 8C New* will iw kiwwingly KtqH adveflncmenu
ihjl dncrnntnaie.or eiKounge di» nmituaxan faimr jny
iitdtvidiuli* group on lh« tnm »l ri^-e.MI.volc.circd.
reli|Mm. IUIKHUI origin, teiiul onentaiio*. diubiliiy.
tutui u a ■citfan. «* on (he b*u« of any nchcr kgaily

Free Movie Tonight • A Disney Film
Darby OGiH and the Little People
Gish Film Theatre. 9pm
Questions? Call 2-7164. sponsored by UAO

Gel your FREE discount coupon lor Kings
Island College Days I Coupon reduces cost to
$1795 (regular $30 95). Coupons good April
19.20.26.27. May 3.4.10,11.24.25 Stop by
UAO office in 330 Student Union to gel yours

CAMPUS EVENTS

HSA-HSA-HSA-HSA
Honors Student Association's Spring Coffee
House. FREE 7 43 pm Thurs. Aprs 17. Honors
Center in Basement ol Kretscher. If you would
like k> pertorm please call 372-8504
HSA-HSA-HSA-HSA

RaiatlonaNpa on tha Road
Thursday 7:J0
AaNay Hall

M*e Rasky - Comedian
Rasky is an openly gay comedian who will help
celebrate BGLAD week I
Sal. April 19 7:30pm
Mac Countryside
Free
Questions? Cal 27164, sponsored by UAO

IWIBUHI

Hi; (WEEK SPRING AWARDS
Plena Join Us'
Sunday, Apnl 20.1997
Lanhart Grand Ballroom
7 00 Hora D'oauvrai
730 Awards Presentation
1907 GREEK SPRING AWARDS

Spend rhe sum mar m Europe I
Come A discover the Names summer program
Thurs April 17th in BA 1001 at 7pm
Student Films Sought
A free showing of the films wilt take
place Wednesday, April 23 in the
Gish Film Theater at 7pm.
•Submissions due by April ts in 330 UnionSponsored by UAO

ALD • Alpha lamOdaDella • AID
Awards Night 4/29 Bo
ALD' Alpha Lambda Delta ' ALD
ALD' Alpha Lambda Delta ' ALD
Spirit Wee*
Tonight - Pant the Rock @ 9p
' Frt. - Alpha Lambda Delta Day
Wear your shirt and pinl
Questions? Ask Header 2 4680
ALD' Alpha Lambda Delta' ALD

Thomas Bresadaia
HypnooslrPeraonal Numerology
April 17, Free Admission
Hypnotist • 79pm. Mac Countryside
Personal Numerology -11am-2pm
Mac Breakaway
Questions? Call 2-7164, sponsored by UAO

USG-1JSO-USO
GET NVOLVED
Applications are now available in
404 Student Services lor cabinet
positions for the 1997 96 school
year Applications are due Fri. April 18th
GET WVOLVED
USG-USG-USG

Beyond BG
la far everyone
EARN A QUICK tSOIIII
Design a Homecoming Logo
"BGSU ..There's No Place Like Home"
330 Union (UAOOflice)
For more mtormaoon call 372-2343
FALCON PAIOOZA Sunday. April 20 Fearuring local bands. Letnartic Id. The Network. Big
Croek Paperplate. The Crab Grass Boyz
Free toe Skating lor Charily Week
Fri.Aprt18.5:30-7:30pm
Ice Arena
Admission charge: 1 canned food ilem
Suggested $1 donation for skate rental (money
goes k) charity)
Call 2-7164 tor more into, sponsored by UAO

FREE MOVIES
Come see Clarke and Mallrala
on Friday April 18 al 7 A 9pm
in Rm 11SOI scamp
sponsored by WFAL Radio

Wilson Cruz from 'My So Called Life'
Cruz will speak on his die as a gay teen
Fn April 18.8 9:30 pm
Mac Countryside
FREE
Questions?Call 2-7164. sponsored by UAO

LOST & FOUND
Great dog t.ee to good home ' Young, male
golden retriever/germ an shepherd mii. Very
lovable and affectionate. Cal Tim aH72 8310
or 419531-4591
Lost al Wendy's
Gold necklace w'grandmother's diamonds
Please calmi372-lS27

SERVICES OFFERED

don t believe
everything
you feel.

Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy Tests Confidential & Caring
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center
SKYDIVING CLASSES IN BOWI ING GRFEN
STARTING APRIL 5TH Student 6 Group dis
counts Visa. MrC accepted SKYDIVE B G
3525200

You ve been putted from the world you once
knew. There's ;i reason for rl It's Oeprossioii
It *. wery prevalent But it's also very treiilnbli?

PERSONALS

TREAT DEPRESSION
AAA1. NATIONAL DATING HOT LINE"
1-900-484-7009 Esl. 1129.12 99/mm

"1 GHACO'SUICIW
hrtp:/Avww. save.org

Serv-U (619)645-8434 18. T tone

IREWSTEKS
r* W

POURJ

14
•1* FLAVORS OH TAP'
TJ
.., j;»

21 +
Over

Monday: $1.00 16 oz. Domestic Drafts all night
Tuesday:

$1.00 16 oz. Domestic Drafts all night
Requests Taken by the Midnight Marauders

Waaeteaaastaleaw*
wecinesaay.

Ho

PPu Hour
j_Q pm

Enjoy our games: Darts, Air
HoCkey, Shuffle Board, Pool.

Thursddv- Ladies night, Happy Hour Prices all night S
^m^
T. everyThurs Dance|0the
Midnight Marauders
No Cover
Except
Friday: Live Music every other weekend
Band
Nights

Saturday: Live Music every other weekend

353-6912

ALPHA PHI • KAPPA ALPHA ■ ALPHA PHI
Congratulation! to COBEY Kl COS on her re
cent lavalaxinfl to Kappa Alpha Scon Almand
We love you1
(Did you think we d lor get')
Penny 6 Angela
ALPHA PM • KAPPA ALPHA ■ ALPHA PHI
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SIG KAP • SKI KAP • SKS KAP
Dear New kimates.
Thank you for being such a wonderhjl
pledge class' All ol you make me so proud1
Congratulations on your Initiasoni

subtaaaar naadad asap
$2«Vmo incl uMi
CaN Brian © 354-7264

" Lawn maintenance "
Full Apt rime pos-nona avail
Call 352 5822

SubaMMf n—dad May Aug J200rJepo*i
SiGOVmo *utri.Mt
Call 353 '355

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
For info call 301 4291326

I love al ol you. Jukanne
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! Grants A
acholarahlpa available from sponaoralll No
prepaymenle, ever!!! ttSCaah tor college»W. For Info: 1-600-243 2435

SuWaaaar needed Summar "97.
Fall "97. or both. Own bedroom
& doae lo campus
Call 353 0465

SfO KAP' 9K) KAP' SK) KAP
The BGSU Friends ol the Library
and Vie
Libraries and Learning Resources
Multicultural Affairs Committee

Chi Omega * Chi Omega ' Chi Omega
The sisters of Chi Omega would like to congratulate Krtsl Stewart on her recent engagement to Scon Jackson.
Cn, Omega * Chi Omega' Chi Omega

cordially invnas you
to attend a recaption in honor o! the

Chi Omega * Beta * Chi Omega' Beta

Summer tublsr wanted for exoefi house, dose
to campus Incredibly cheap rent Nee. very
spacious house Call 352 9091 A ask lor Jason
OfChucfc BETTERHURRY.IfLLGOFASTn

First Annual Visual Art Contest.

The asters ol Chi Omega would like to congratulate Kate O'hara on her recent lavalienng
to Beta Theta Pi Kurt Repoia.

Thursday. April 17.1997
3:00 D 5 00 PM
The Pallistar Conlerence Room
Jerome Library

Chi Omega ■ Beta' Chi Omega • Beta

Summer subieasers needed Foi Run Apts
Cal Angw 352-0561

RelreshmontswiH be sored
EUROPE »229
Within USA 179 il 2g
Canbb yMexico $229 r't
Cheap f ares Worldwide'"
httpy/www airhilch org
AIRHITCH@1 800 3262009

Summer sublease' 2 bdrm, central air, bai
cony Extra siorage Call 35? n.36

TONITE AT IREWSTERS
LADIES NIGHT
Hosted by
THE MIDNIGHT MAR AUDERS
Disco Jockeys

Summer subleaser needed May through August. Air cond lownhousew/d A garage. $186
mo. plus util Call Doug at 354 5054.
WANTED
One or two subieasers needed
for this summer at University Courts
Apartments (Located behind McDonalds)
If interested call Krta ASAP 372 WOT

luxedo Rentals'
200 Styles to choose from
Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge 3524333

EVENING ON THE BAYOU
The French House, Thuraday April 24:7PM
live Cajun music, danong, great Capjn food
S7 00 bursarable, reservations by
Mon April 21 372 2671

Wilson Cru/ from My So Called Life'
Cru2 will speak on his life as a gay teen
Fn.April 18.8 9 30pm
Mac Countryside
FREE
Questions'Cal 2-7164, sponsored by UAO

Get your FREE discount coupon for King's
Island College days' Coupon reduces cost to
117 95 {regular $30 95) Coupons good April
19.20.26.27, May 3.4.10,11. 24. 25. Stop by
UAO office in 330 Student Union to get yours
now'
GREEK WEEK IS COMING"
Ask Your Rep For Details

Summer aubJaaaar needed CamptMlHH
Own room A lung apae*
Call 352-3575

Work on Putin-Bay for the summer. Earn
$7000/ or more working in the hottest little resort on the North Coast Insurance requires at
least 25 yrs. old. Housing avail. Cal 11 am
s 5pm Mon/Wed/Fn 1 888 373 6161

HELP WANTED

WANTED

KKG-KKG-KKG-KKG-KKG
Get eioted KAPPA'S lot the unveiling ol He
BETA Shirt I Be at the house al 6:45 'o kick ott
the excitement i
KKG'KKGKKG'KKG'KKG

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED FOR
FALL 97 SCHOOL YEAR. TO SHARE WITH 3
OTHERS. LOCATED CLOSE TO CAMPUS
WITH AFFORDABLE RENT! CALL BECCA
AT 2-19461

Mike Rasky Comedian
Rasky is an openly gay comedian who will help
celebrate BGLAD Week
Sat April l g 7 30pm
Mac Countryside
Free
Questions'' Can 2 7164, sponsored by UAO

1 female roommate. PLEASE non-smoker pre
furred, lor 97■'98 school year. Call Jenn @
330 54S 1542 or Am, @ 216 353 9123

Olympics were a blast, it was a real sight to
see, everyone relieved themselves, too bad it
wasn't pee

2 or more people to sublease 2 bdrm. unfum.
apL Vary dose to campus - Haven House. Call
354 4250

2 female subieasers needed Summer 1997.
House dose to campus Cheap rent. Call faki
at 352-6627

Smik's family is champs, once again this year.
Bean's larrnly had bener iearn how to chug
bM
But let us now focus on the events of last night,
the show on the loor was really a sight.
With rhe shot at the door, and a puff ol a cloud,
last night was a spectacle, to do Paddy proud'
From the cigars to the beers, to the pimps thai
were shot, how do girls who love girls get to be
so damn hot ?
Oren Scnvello. DDS. announces new office lor
masochists. opening April 23.
LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS 372 2719

2-3 M/F summer subleaser lor furnished apt
A/C. low rant, unities included, close to campus, dean. Call 354 8067
2-4 Summer Subieasers Great House Close
to campus Cheat Rent' Call 353-3245
Roommate needed 97-98 school year
Own bedroom, all furnished.
Call 35*2192
Student f rfms Sought
A free showing of the films will take
place Wednesday, April 23 in the
Gish Film Theater at 7pm
'Submissions due by Apnl 18 m 330 Union*
Sponsored by UAO
Subleaser (s) needed for summer
Green Apts Rent $320 Call 35*2261

Village

The Admissions Office would like to extend their thanks for all the
effort put forth by our new Tour Guides!!! Keep up the Good work!
Caron Bausch
Melvin Lofton
Kevin Berg
Michael Meuti
Steve Brittain
Lynette Sajner
Jerry DiMaria
Carrie Siljander
Anissa D'Souza
Krisla Spence
Sarah Hartman
Kelly Thompson
Julie Hutter
Emily Tillman
Brian Johnson
Mary Zirkelbach
Andrea Klein
Special thanks lo Anissa D'Souza for helping us oul over Spring Break.1!1

MOLTEN CORPORATION
A WORLD CLASS SUPPLIER OF RUBBER
AND PLASTIC PARTS

NOW HIRING FOR SUMME R A FALL
PART-TIME
LESSTHAN1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
$6 00 PER HOUR TO START
FLEXULE HOURS
For additional information
please call
(419)354-8802
I* .'Summer Help WantedH*
BGSU Dining Services is seeking BGSU stu
dents Only' to work during the summer. Employment available May 12 through August 9,
1997. To Appty Pick up an application at the
dmmg center of your cho.ee or Student Employment (315 Saddlemire Student Services
Building) 'High School Students 16 years and
older may also apply by calling Barbara Ens
man at 372-7938.

1-800-377-1924
for more information and to schedule an
interview.

"Travel down south, work your butt oft and get
paid lor it Earn $2200 per month Call
1 800 289 3846
200 Summer jobs left NY. PA. MAINE
Teach/Summer Camps-swimming
(WSHGT). saihng. windsurfing, canoe water
skt. tennis, arts/crafts, baseball, basketball.
gymnastics, outdoor educ. piano accompanist Atiene Streisand i 800 443 6428
250 COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
needed' Private, coed summer camp in Pocono Mtns.. NE Pennsylvania Lorukan. Bo*
234BG. Kemtworth. NJ 07033 (908) ?76«998
Anyone interested in applying tor section editor
for the 1997/98 Key Yearbook should stop by
28 West Hall tor an application These are paid
positions and require 5-10 hours per week.
Sections available include. Academics. Campus Lite. Seniors. Sports and Sales ol Organization and Greek Pages Contact Toby or Ann
at 372-8086 for mo-e mfo Deadline for appkeav
lions is April 24
Apartment cleaners needed Starting May 5
$5 7Smr Apply at Wmthrop Terrace Apts 400
E Napoleon Rd.
Attention Lake County Residents
ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURING
APSCO International, a growth company with a
Total Quality Environment and a wwinmg team.
has positions available for all shifts Our products include printed circuit boards and electro
mechanical assemblies (hat are used m DC
motor controls, office equipment, welders, battery chargers; mdustnal controls, computer
networking cards. Etc We are hiring for the tol
lowing positions :
Test/troublesnoot/repair technicians
Ouahty Control
Surface mount machine operators
Through hok* machine operators
Sotdenng (all levels)
Senior prototype assembly
Assembly
Co-op, summer, and lull time posttons available. Higher pay for proven experience and
substantial shift premiums for 2nd and 3rd.
Send resume or apply at APSCO International.

ATTENTION ALL MAJORS Make $6,300 thts
summer! Find out why PAG. IBM, and hundreds ol others want students who have
worked in our program. 95%of student using
our placement office found career jobs last
year Call 1-800-289 3646
Babysitter dependable individual needed to
babysit Mon - Thurs 830-6 May - August
Must love children, have own car, good driving
record, and references Please call Man/ 4&
352-8287 after 6

LOOKING FOR A JOB
IN GREATER CLEVELAND?
Are you graduating in a few weeks and have no idea
where to begin your search for employment? Let the
Greater Cleveland Growth Association's Job Seekers
Guide help you. The guide is a great way to start your
search for employment in Greater Cleveland and
includes:
•Job search tactics
•Employment agencies
•Greater Cleveland Largest Employers Directory
The Largest Employers Directory itself puts you in touch with the
names, addresses, phone numbers, and human resource contacts
(where available) at approximately 1,300 Greater Cleveland companies Order the Job Seeker's Guide today for only $15.
Call the Research department of the Growth Association at (216)
621-3300 ext. 565 and get your career off to a great start!

GOTCHA HERBIE!

[Happy 21ST

Student Marketing Manager
Pro Performance Marketing needs a reliable,
professional, outgoing, goal oriented event
manager to execute promotions for university
sponsored marketing program.
'Excellent pay
*AII expense paid training conference in
Philadelphia
*For '97-'98 school year
'Nationwide program
Call Cynthia at

" Cleaning A Mieceiianeoue Work
at rental ur* ts starting May 12th for 2 weeks
Cail3S3 0325ormquireat3l6E Merry St *3

:\,

Brooke, Bridgette, Jackson, Jenny, Joan,
] Katie, KJ, Liebich, Levero, Merv, Ram-Z,
Russ, Swish, Tanny, Willy, Zink

135 N. IViniN
5aaicVM.»acjfiaaaflaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaacMaiMac«o

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Time is running out on
these apartments...
• Columbia Court
(4 left)
• Field Manor
(2 left)
• Campbell Hill
(1 left)
• Buff
(3 left)
• Mercer Manor
(3 left)

9{pzo Leasing
2 Bedroom furnishedandunfurnished
(May and August 1997
1 or 2 Bedroom summer onCy
(imited avaUaBCe
2 Blocks from Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533

... Get them while they last!
224 E. Wooster

352-07

And They're Off!
Live racing every
Friday & Saturday 7 p.m
Sunday 6 p.m.
It's even more fun with a group! Groups of 20 or more can
take advantage of our dinner packages that include
admission, reserved Crazy Horse Clubhouse seating,
program, tip sheet, betting guide, souvenir pen, race
named in your honor, group photo in the winner's circle.
Dinner packages range from $13.95 - $19.95 per person.
Sororitv, Fraternity, Clubs, Staff Outings and much more
Full Card Simulcast Racing from the best tracks across the
cojntry continues daily noon to midnight. Take in the action in
our new sports bar. LONGSHOTS!

Bet You're Gonna Love It!
Call (419) 476-7751 today for more details!
5700 Telegraph Rd, Toledo, OH 43612

THURSDAY
APRIL 17,1997
112 I'M! 12:30 1 PM 1 1:30 11 PM I 2:30 1 3 I'M I 3:30T4 I'M I 4:30 I 5 PM I 5:30 I 6 PMl 6:30 1 7 I'M 1 7:30 I X I'M I H-M~\ 9 I'M I 9:30 110 PM in^niiiij^nfRin
BROADCAST STATIONS

-Si
BD

M.

Nevs

'^i? and the Reslless [Bold t B

As Iht Wo«0 Turns

Guiding Light (In Stcreol Oprah Wintrey .«

News.«

Nt»s ■:

Daylrme

One Lile to Live «

General Hospital X

News«:

Cosby

All My Children a

Blossom « Days of Out Lives

HolorWNt Instructional Programming
Sesame SI. Instructional

Atterschool Special

Suddenly

Semleld <■■

Dr Ribeau

Red Green

Mysteryl' Cadlaei''' Monk's Hood"B

School

Old House

Workshop

Mystery! "Cadlaei'' '■Monk's Hood 1

Keeping Up Served

Single

New York Undercover«

Coach ».

[Wishbone

News-Lehrer

Arthur X

Creatures

Quack

Simpsons

Home Imp. |Mad-V«l

Semleld »

Home Imp.

News

Bloorr.berqU<r.s

Bloomberg News

Crook t Chase

Home Imp.

Movie: ••• TMarniBlues"(1990) Alec BaMvm

BobCy

sP.iir

[Step-Step

Friends.«

[Barney

Gargoyles

Brady

Cops.«.

Sandiego

Mega Man

Movie: ••' i 'My Dear Secretary' (1948, Comedy)

Turning Point*

Sandiego

Truth

All Family

4« Hours lln Slereoj I

High Incident (In Stereo) Deadliest Volcanoes

Real TV «

Magic Bus

Sesame Street«

Dinosaurs

Diagnosis Murder (Bl .re. Moloney I' Stircoi ''

Hard Copy

Wishbone

Bill Nye

Quilting

Jettpfsons

Jeopardy!

Entertain

Creatures

Sewing

Paid Prog

Fortune

ABC News

Montel Williams u

Gourmet

Copeland

CBS News

News -

Baywatch Sucmciscn

Painting

Newlywad

N*ws -

Sunset Beach '

Bill Nye

Dating

News:«

MM

Beetletotg Rangers

Flintstones

King Arthur Aladdin K

Boob,

Soap K

Saturday Night live ::

Movie: ••! "Just One ol the Guys" (1985. Comedy) Tick X

DteamOn

Firefighters' Challenge

Senior PGA God: PGA Servos Championsha;

Up Close

Soortsceoter

MacGyverX

Henegade (In Steteol X

Sp.derMan

Home Imp.

Late Show (in Stereo) I
News"

Nightline « Politically

Fired Up «. ER you Bel Your Lie" X U'A'S'HX Tonight Show (In Slcrecl

Jerry SprlnotrlR)

Charlie Rose (In Stereo) [Newshout
Charlie

News

(In Stereo!

ROM

Star Trek: Neit Genet

Rcseanne

News |R)
|FmhPr.

Mamed..

CABLE STATIONS
COM Kids in Hall |Ullman

[Daily Show |Dr KaU

ESPN Senior PGA Golt: PGA Seniors' Chamc«xislirp

[Canned

Timber Series

|Mov»: •• -8omlo8etViO-(i99SiWIHomett.'PG Happily
HBO (1l'X)Momi: "Hunr-Ocroosr
This Week in NASCAR
Sports Writers on TV
Innerview Abflai
SC Can FlnM Hour
SCIR Btlitvtlt-NM
USA (11001 Movie: "Oyno"

Mystenes

[Monsters

Gallery

USALive

[USA Live

PGA Go" MCI Classic - First Round ILrve"

Babysioer wanted. Occasional evenings or
weekends for 2 children lour and two years old.
CalUl9-es«-304Z
CAMP COUNSELORS FOR CAMP COUR
AGEOUS. A RESIDENTIAL SUMMER CAMP
FOR PEOPLE WITH MENTAL RETAROA
TON AND DEVELOPMENTAL CHSABirrES.
LOCATED M VVHITEHOUSE. OHIO. A
GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION OR RECREATION MAJORS TO
GET SOME PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE AND
GET PAB FOR ITI CALL THE UNIVERSITY
VMCA AT (419)531 281? TO APPLY
Camp Staff
Resident camp for youth with diabetes Work
one or two weeks, July 31 -August 23 Special
ista end generei staff positions Call CODA at
«U-488-71?4 or 800-422 794B
Cashiers. Barney's/Subway
Accepting applications, all
ehrlts. part-bme/tull-time
Shift differenDa!"medical
benefits Apply in person
98SS.MeriSl.BG
Childcana Teachers
for afternoon houra
cai 878-4190
COUNSELORS INSTRUCTORS rveededl
100 poeitionei Coed summer camp Pocono
Ml». PA Good salaryups I (908) 889-333B
Daycare Admlnlstmlor
12 • hours ol earty childhood development &
psychology ooursework required Background
in earty childhood preferred Submit resumes

ft):

17550EulerRd
Bowkng Green. OH 43402

Domkvo'e Puura is now luring lor all positions
Part-time and kjllnme flexible hours available
Dnvers earn IS.OOVhr plus Dps. nvieage. meal
discounts A more. Apply al the store, 1616 #1,
E Wooster St da.lv From 11AM thru 630 PM

Management Inc.
353-5800
New New New Ni v New
New Apartments lot Fall 1997
1 bdrm . 710 N. Enterprise Rent starts
al $375/mo * utilities.

Management Inc.
HM&dale Apt., Large studios high
vaulted ceilings, unique Boor
plans and carports 12 month
lease starts al S350

Management Inc.
Huge 1 bdrms, 215 E Poe Rd
Laundry on site, lots ol parking Starts
at $340/month «elec

Management Inc.
Efficiency Apts , 215 E Poe Rd . Starts
al $230 All utilities included Half the
security deposit holds it now.

[Beyond

Incredible Hulk

830 Fourth St The Willow House
is now teasing tor next year 1 bdrm,
gas heal. A/C. starting at $340'montrt
For ■ complete list stop by our
office, 1045 N. Main, or call

353-5800

[Wings X

Gam sales experience next school year. The
Key Yearbook is looking tor students to sell
yearbook pages ID campus organizations and
Greeks These are paid positions and students
will work SiO flexible hours a week For more
information cai Toby or Ann at 372-8086 or
slop by 28 Wesl Hall lor an application

The Village ol Bradner is accepting applica
Dons tor a pool manager and hleguards for Vie
Village Pool Applications may be obtained
from the Village Clerk, 130 N Main Si, Brad
net. OH, Ph 286-2890
Wanted 67 Students lose 8 to 100 lbs New
metabolism breakthrough Dr recommended
Guaranteed $30 coat
Free Gilt
1 800 435-7591

INTERN H CAMPUS MINISTRY
Work with the Si Thomas More University Par
ish stall aa an intern in campus ministry. Responsibiktiee include coordinating outreach
activities, some youth activities, and team responsibiliDes Room and board and atipend
provided Position open to recent graduates
(mdudrng August 97) and graduate students If
interested, contact Sr. Mary Kuhlman.
3527555

FOR SALE
'86 Buiok Electra Parkway Rebuilt engine
»1900 or best oner Call3S-i 5CM0
'9i Eagle Summit
89.000 mi , CD. ortg owner
good condition 12700 352 5371.

Life) guard needed May - Aug hrs 12-6 Must
be certified Please send resume 10 Green
Meadow Apts 214 Napoleon Rd. BG OH
43402

'King size welerbed tor tale
Call 353 0325

LOOKING FOR YEAR ROUND OR
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT?
TIREDOF WORKING WEEKENDS'
Earn 18 00 an hour A greet benefits
at UPS
Go 10 RM 380 Student Services
10 schedule en eppomtment to meet
with a representative on Fn , Apnl 18
UPS IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EM
PIOYER

• 97-98 -S/» •
31 BE Merry t500/mo
4 students ' 9 mo lease
326 Letoy *350/mo
30BU2E Merry rooms $190rtno
148S College elf (230vmo

For Sale: Mens 21" Mongoose Mountain Bike
For mlo cai Jason at 372-S370
Retired 2nd gr teacher, selling bka A leeching
aides call 352 5858 lor appt

" Summer Rentals * Close lo Campus

353 0325
AC. (urn. located 0 300 eaet btocK Merry.
1 bdrm fum apt. S350/mo • util
(4t9) 689- 3036
1 bedroom apt available May 17.
Summer only or 12 mo lease
287-4928 (days) 287-4151 (evenings)
12 month leases starting August 1997:
453 S
Prospect fB-Ellec 1
per
son- $280. tGaa-eloc.
453 S. Prospect »D 1 Br 1 per
son $340 •Gas-e4ec.
264 Manure I Br 2 person $380 •Util
420 S Sumrrkt-2Br-2person-*440 .Util
Save Smitti 352-8917 (no calla alter 8 pm)
2 bdrm unfum. heat 8 mt included. 12 mo
lease, quiet bidg, available May A Aug
352 3445
2 bdrm fum. apts. 704 Sth St. Available Aug 9
or12mo lease 352-3445
2 bdrm. 2 lull bath apt. free water AX. Furmshad. Available Aug -May Call 354 7293
2 bdrm. apt 2 blka from campus A/C. Available May or Aug other units available Lind Fite
354 8206 Leeve message
FEMALE SUBLEASEHS FOR 97 98
SCHOOLVR
E Merry. New Carpel. Low Rent. Dishwasher
Besi Locaton in BGI Call 352 9594

2 male subleasers needed lor Fall 97 Spr 98 to
share a room in Frazee Apts $l9Srmo each +
elec No smokers please. Ask tor Tim al
354-6489

221 Letoy 3 bedrm, 2 baths. Avail 8/1
$895 00. util . 1 yr lease
l32Ada:2bedmi house.Avail8/1
$850 00 . util . 1 yr lease

We'll take
care of you

4SS S Mam 3 bedrooms. 1 bath.
AvailaWo May 1st $765 plus util
353-2901
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE SUMMER A
FALL
Stop in lor a brochure 9 319 E Wooster or call
John Newtove Real Estate Rental Oftce @
3542280
Brand new house. 3 bedroom, 1 bath, cheaper
rent tor summer omo, low utilities, no pets Ask
tor PhilSI419-474-5344
D-O RENTALS - ONLY 1 UNIT LEFTII NOW
RENTING FOR FALL ATTRACTIVE WELLMA INTAINE 0 UMT:
80S E. WOOSTER/SPACIOUS DUPLEX LOCATED DIRECTLY ACROSS FROM CAMPUS UPPER UNIT - 2 BDRM/MAX OCCUP
4 RESERVED PARKING CALL DaG RENTALS AT (419) 287-3233 AND ASK FOR EVA
OREILE
Female sublease/ tor summer needed to share
beautiful 2 bdrm Hillsdale Apt Have your own
large bdrm, own bathroom
•FREE CABLE"
$550 lor the onore summer
353 8020
FREE KEG OR $50 CASH . FREE HAY
RENT TO THE SUMMER SUBLEASER OF
THIS 2 BOR. APT. OWN ROOM, OWN
BATHROOM, CHEAP UTILITIES, A/C. CALL
BARRY AT 353-0483.
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS
BOO THIRD ST
Excellent 1 BR unit Spacious.
well-furnished, air conditioned
Currently leasing tor Summer 1997 &
1997-98 Both 12 month 8 school year
leases available.

Call 352-4966

SEAFOOD

THE

PoUHTIAl

oi YOUR SPICKS

HELP
WANTED

(rii-ryouf

Grad. students only. 2 bdrm upper duplex
$480 mo. piut util plus sec. dep. 3S3-7257,
leave message
Greet Off Campus Housing
Summer A Fal
Call 385-5820
Houses/ 1 A 2 bdrm fum. sots. year. 9 mo . 8
summer leases 3S2-74S4
Large 2 B R fum/untum 1 1/2 bath Close to
campus. Olf street parking, on site laundry fa
Okbes. Full use ol Cherrywood Health Spa.
352-9378
Now accepting Rental Applications tor Fall And
Summer leases Cell 3544800
On* ft Two bdrm apt* available University
Courta ft University Village located at CLough
and Mercer CU 352-0164
Rent our Apt. tor summer A
VVt'Htxiyyouadnnkl
Air conditioning, large baJcony. dishwasher.
garbage disposal, & 4 bdrms 352 6633
Subiei-ver needed beginning April 1M
House 2 blka horn campus Cvm bedim $170
mo nag. Call Jot 35? 0387 days. 352-9091
eves
Sublease's needed rmmeoiataly (or summer
Large 2 bdrm apt. unfurnished, dose to campus, pets welcomed, pool ft dub house Rent
bast offer. appfs avail wkends only. 352-9409
Summer Sublease's needed
unfurnished apt. SSOOmiag
Call 352 9822
Summer aub-eaaar needed, furnished apt., Fox
Run, Mid-May to Aug Call 352-9172
We'-e Looking for sublease's from May to August. You can rant a fufy fum. large apt. w/ 2
bdrms. ft air conditioning for just $375 * gat ft
alac. Three beds are avail ao the rant will be
approi $190 par person if two paople. or $125
for three paople Laundry avail in fatality. Cai
353-0294 or email ozgur@bgnef bgsu edu

Printing Services
Your Campus Printers

Just North of
Technology Bldg.

•*—»»•
146 North Main Bowling (.rccn

372-2216

GRADUATING CLASS

l\a£&^

6 sites to
choose

3 subJeasers needed tor summer house ASAP
208 S. Summit $S0u/approi $166 mo Can
Jen or Crystal 372 5241.

Located at:
Park Avenue
Warehouse

117 S. Prospect l bedrm furnished apt
$595 00 includes all uol. 1 yr. lease
Avail 8/1

Rla.ll.I

3 bedroom House. 420 S College
S875 . utss.. 12 mo lease starting
in May Sieve Smith 352 8917.

t«vi*V

128 University Ln 1 bedrm, Avail 8/1
$425 00 includes all util 1 yr lease

Great
Amenities:

To become a successful, diversified
global marketer of advanced tech-

SeUaOOM.

SALES
REPRESENTATIVES

nology manufacturing equipment, we
have relied on the expertise and loyalty of our professionals As the
leader in our industry, we're dnven to continuously increase our market

ei plea

W.IIL

Jay-Mar Apts.
The Highlands
The Homestead
McKenzie Rentals
The Farm
Summit Hill

-li'r.i.i >■•■>■ waul

wkesveva gee want, .ilk .. Mai
... I'<

.ml. I,mL roe

I,, Item

iL I teapata ' .....,....!

hVnU. Iron,*!, »., L

FACTORY

Call Todayl
354-6036

phone: 354-2110
htt p://«rwiv.answerf act ory. com
reality:l08 S.Main, Downtown

130 East Washington St.

■* 2x2 = $20.00
with picture provided by you!

c
o
N
G

line cook
kitchen prep
servers
host/hostesses

861-7827

GRADUATION
FAREWELL
PERSONALS

ast

Chance

These positions require the "Best of the Best" of the graduating class
A highly motivated, dynamic individual who strives for perfection
have a strong work ethic and communication skills

Must

These positions

have a base salary of $25,000 - $28,000 plus bonuses, benefits and
Actual earning potential up to $40,000 the first year

To apply, please send your resume to Stopol, Inc , Human Resources,
P O Box 391437, Solon. OH 44139

III
HI IBINrHH HFRVinFB

BECKLEY C ARDY
GROUP
EVERYTHING FOR SCHOOL
Is looking for 200 warehouse workers &
60 customer service or order entry workers!
We offer:
• Seasonal staff - $6.00 per hour

• Shift premium - $.30 per hour
• First. Second and Third Shifts make it easy
to fit in anybody's schedule
• Stan as early as April & work thru October
• Take your finals knowing that you have a
seasonal position when you finish
• We will work with you to fil our company
needs into your personal needs

Tha Computer Te»t Is coming!

Don't miss your last chance
ever to tale the GMAT
on paper!
T .

Be a part of the BG News Graduation Farewell
special publication. Send a personal message
to a graduating friend, roommate or classmate
Come to 204 West Hall to place your ad!
Or Call 372-6977 for more information.

Due to continued growth and internal promotion, we have the

5630 Airport
Highway
Toledo

i i . GMAT

A What are wc going to
■y
do without you!??
c Best of luck always!

share

following opportunities available in our Solon. Ohio offices

401K plan

R BRIAN & CARLA

»

403 Ugh St Apt A BG. 1 bedroom $320/mo
Avail May. Call Khnsta @ 353-2088.

134 University Ln: 2 bedrm townhouse
Avail S/1 or 8/1 $695 00 to gas 8 electnc

Best price, well
maintained,
privacy & deadbolt security,
large
apartments.

Deadline: Tuesday, April 22
Publish: Thursday, April 24

2 bdrm house, newly remodeled
801 6th St. Available May 1 st
$525 plus util 655 3084

2-4 eublsrs. wanted May Aug
Pay rent
June/July only 2 bdrms. 1 bath, close lo campus, w/d m bldg Reasonable rent Call
352 3291

Highland
Management
Graduate
Rentals

IT'S BURSARABLE!

[Tick X

Movie * • • Tin Men' (1987. Comedy-Drama) Richard Dreyfuss |SiHt Stalkings (In Stereo)

Call 353-0325

2
Baby Parrot (Quaker) Talks. Handled Friend
ly Needs a good home. Must sell' Kmg size
walerhed.goodcond 353 612?

A/C
on site laundry facility
ceramic tile
dishwashers
sky lights
vaulted ceilings
24 hr. malnt-

Dream On [Daily Show |Comic

2 bdrm House available Aug 1. 1997. 12 mo
lease required. Excellent condition Close to
BGSU Call 686 4651

1

Summer Sun Island Fun
Island Bike Rental is hmng for the 97 summer
season al Put in Bay lor inkxmaoon call
1419285-2016

Home City Ice Company is now hmng lor these
positions. Route Dnvers. Production Stackers.
Truck Loaders. Competitive wages/heiicne
schedules Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan. Call lor details at
1 800 899-8070

Murder. She Wrote «

'97 98 school year 2 bdrm hjm apts 705 7lh
Si 8 724 eih St *50uvmo indud FREE heat,
water, sower, gaa 8 HBO Call 354-0914

STILL LOOKING FOR A SUMMER JOB?
SUMMER LIFEGUARD A SWIMMING
INSTRUCTOR POSrflONS
Student Recreation Center
Applications avail m SRC office
Apply NOW" For mlo cai 2 7477

HAVE FUN IN THE SUNI
Student Painters is currently luring production
forman A painters lor this summer. Hard work
ing, motivated students are needed in Toledo.
Youngstown. Akron/Canton, Western Cleveland Suburbs, Mentor, Geneva, Lima. Dayton.
Versailles. ChiHicone. a Mrddletown Cap
1 800 543-3792.

Highlander: The Series

FOR RENT

Spring. Summer A Fall help needed. Parachute packing Training provided Musi be dependable Exabng rob, good income For more
into call SKYDIVE B G 352 5200

888 5096313

from:

Managemert Inc.

Wings «

SECRETARY/BOOKKEEPER
Seaelary/Bookkeeper position open al St.
Thomas More University Parish Fun time
Computer skills necessary If interested, contact Sr. Mary Kuhlman 352 7555

EARN GREAT S and valuable sales/mkt exp.
Memolink's memoboards are coming to BGI
We need one highly motivated indiv to direct
our tales project. Contact Dave at

|Motne:**'4 "Jusl One of ffie Guys' (I96S Comedy)[One Night

Stanley Cup Payoffs: Com. Quarterfinal Game 1 -• Teams TBA

Stanley Cup Playoffs: Conl Quarterfinal
Movie: .', "Mi'aoe"(l995| HI
risMar" ft
Movie: ••• 'TrmMr-(199E) Helen Hum PGI3'.«. Movie: • •': Slat Trek Genr?-alions "(1994)'PGIT |Mo«e: -The Big Fair .'..•'. r. :t
Tukab Conf.
Vaior League Baseball Ctoroland Indians al Boston Red Son (Live)
This Week in NASCAR | More and Les L.vine
More and Les Levine
MAC Now | Kent
Racing
]Keeneland Baseball
SeaqueslDSV 0
Quantum Leap 1C
Space (Pan 4 ot 5)
Quantum Leap it
Sn Million Dollar Man
Toil. Zone |0arkeide
Bionic Woman
Seeguest
Counselors, cook, naturalists needed et co-ed
summer camp near Ann Arbor. Ml. Cai
313 876 6628 lor moo into

3700 Lane Road Perry, Ohio 44081 9563 No
phone calla We offer a competitive wage
package with Health, disability, and pension
plans available An EEOemployet

Daily Show Comic

Scores are good
for 5 years!

Christy
& Jim

►
1x3

Congratulations and

$15.00

'We'll miss you!!

Best of (uckj

i

Ui:

Call today to enroll.

BECKLEY CARDY GROUPl
100 Paragon Parkway • Mansfield. OH 44903
Mike McKibben
^^BECKLEY
419-589-1805
-*%k.CARDY
Judy Pelers
L J GROUP*
419-589-1415
EirjthntfirSclml

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan com

»

